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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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April 6.2007

Putting a ban on blood

Volume 101, Issue 152
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Sigma Alpha
Epsilon is back
on campus

Sexual preference can get in the way of blood donations

The fraternity that
By Quentin Kilpatrkk
Reporter

was kicked out of BG
in 2000 is back
| PageS

Ways to have fun
without burning
too much cash
There are many food
and entertainment

"Ask Me Why I Can't Give," read
one rainbow-colored sign.
Two dozen students braved the
cold yesterday afternoon to protest what the)' see as discrimination against gay men by the Red
Cross.
"I'm not willing to lie about
who I am," said Michael I jimbert,

organizer of the protest. "I get
tested regularly; I know I'm safe."
The students staged the event
to coincide with the Red Cross'
"Give A Pint, Get A Pint" blood
drive on campus.
One sign read "Please Give
Blood Because I Can't."
The Red Cross policy currently
states, "You should not give blood
if you have AIDS or have ever had
a positive HIV test, or if you have

done something that puts you at
risk for becoming infected with
HIV."
Those considered at risk, and
thus ineligible, include males
who have had sexual contact
with another male — even once
— since 1977, and women who
have had sexual contact in the
past 12 months with any male
who has had sexual contact with
another male.

Lambert and his supporters
spent the afternoon asking students to sign a petition to the Red
Cross, requesting they remove the
clauses from their blood donation questionnaire.
"We certainly understand," said
Kathy Smith of The Red Cross's
Western Lakes Region's Donor
Services. But Smith noted they
See PROTEST | Page 6

options in BG
| Page 3

USG ELECTIONS

Rockin' and
rollin' past
Ohio venues

I

Many popular bands

4i i

are skipping Ohio
on their tours this
summer | Page 7

Statue solicits
Bowling Green
motorists

>>//.

A man dressed as

'^wWKtk

Lady Liberty acts
as the mascot for

Lewis, Gamero victorious
over Georgetti, Caligi

Liberty Income Tax
on Main Street
| Page 7

Indians fall to
the White Sox

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

Two presidential candidates, two running mates
and 2,222 votes casted by undergraduate students
have made Johnnie Lewis and Nick Gamero two
big winners.
Lewis and Gamero will serve as the next president
and vice president of the Undergraduate Student
Government, surpassing opponents Gino Georgetti
and Ryan Caligiuri by 118 votes. About 13 percent of BG
undergraduates voted in the elections.
USG Chief Administrator Tony Wagener announced
the win yesterday in the Union as an anxious crowd
awaited the news. Former president Bernard little
lead the group in a drum roll just before Wagener
announced the winners.
When their win was announced, Lewis and Gamero
were flooded with hugs and handshakes. Their opponents Georgetti and Calgiuri were the first to offer their
good wishes.
Lewis said he was "excited, relieved and a plethora of other emotions that could not possibly be put
into words."
Gamero jokingly said he was "kind of disappointed,"
but said he was glad their hard work paid off.

After Chicago's
catcher was hit by
a pitch in the ninth
inning, the Sox took
the victory | Page 9

Orr takes over
as coach
He becomes the
15th men's basketball
coach in University
history | Page 9

See USG | Page 6

PHOTOS BY JORDAN f IOWER

Dorm residents
need to heed to
fire safety issues

, V.'.

TOP: John Lewis (left) and Nick
Gamero celebrate alter winning the
USG elections yesterday afternoon.

MIDDLE: Former USG President

Monday's fire in

Bernard Little congratulates the new

Rodgers shows the

USG President (left) John Lewis after

need to be concerned

the announcement that he had won the

with safety in the

election yesterday.

dorms | Page 4

BOTTOM: Nick Gamero is congratulated by Tony Wagner after winning the

Do you vote in the
USG election?

USG vice-President election yesterday.

Sophomores
face residency
dilemma
By Johnny Payn«
Assistant Pulse Editor

Most I Jniversity students are subject to a residency requirement
that obligates them to live in an
on-campus building for the first
two years of their college careers.
As hoards of sophomores begin
looking ahead to their third year
as Falcons, they are laced with
deciding between another semester in the dorms and signing a
lease on an off-campus apartmerit or house.
Roughly 3.7(10 juniors-to-be
presumably are weighing the freedoms afforded by an oil-campus
residence and the conveniences
provided by the dorms, lint most
students primarily have their
minds on their mone\ '""' lni'"
money on their minds.
Melissa Ickes, a junior who
lives across the street from the
McDonald dorms, made up her
mind by taking out her calculator.
"I did the math, and I'm saving SHOO every semester," she
said, although she misses the
socially invigorating atmosphere of the dorms.
Her dining-buddy, junior
and Enclave resident Brittany
Stridden, agreed, adding that
while apartment life might be
cheaper, it's a bit more complicated, higgling utility, cable and
Internet bills with the responsibilities' of paying rent ;md shopping
for groceries is quite a feat compared to the University's bundled
residence fee.
Most multiple occupancy
dorms including Rodgers,
Kreischer. Kohl, I larshman.
Conklin and McDonald cost
51,950 per semester, which aver
ages out to SI 14,70 per week. A
suite in lounders costs $2,654 per
semester, or S156.11 per week, the
maximum price of any multiple
occupancy room on-campus.
Compare that with the least
expensive rate on a single bedroom apartment rented from
John Newiove Real Estate: S310
per month, or about S77 pel week
for one occupant. The maximum
rate is S420 per month, or S105
per week.
There is a clear-cut difference
in price, but Associate Director
of Residence Life Nick llennessy
urged students to keep in mind
that extra charges abound in offcampus units.
"You can calculate cost on a
dollar-to-dollar basis, sure, but it
ought to I*' included that in the
dorms you get 24-hour custodial
service," I lennessy said. "You get
a dean bathroom every day. You
also get high-speed Internet, cable

with channels like I DO. You've
got a free phone line. There's also
the computer labs, with printers
and free paper. There are lots of
benefits to consider. There are
many convenience factors."
While the debate on the cheapest choice ultimately varies on
individual wants and needs,
IX'nise llckerel of Newiove Real
Estate looks at moving into an
apartment as a part of a snident's
maturation, although she insisted
an off-campus pad is cheaper.
See LIVING | Page 2

ERIN LILLIE.
Sophomore.
International Studies
"No I have no contact
with anything related
to USG" | Page 4

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 37, Low: 24

TOMORROW
Snow Showers
High: 35, Low: 27

k

Local Taco Bells open their doors to
the breakfast crowd, new menu items
ByFr.ddyHunt
Reporter

Taco Bell is grilling, crunching, wrapping, stuffing and
serving breakfast for the first
time ever.
Yesterday morning 33 Taco
Bells in the Toledo area,
including the one in Bowling
Green, opened their doors
early to put their breakfast
menu to the test.
But not everyone in America
will get the opportunity to try
the new breakfast menu.
According to Don Unruh,
franchisee, only the Toledo,
Fresno, Calif., Tucson, Ariz.,

and Omaha, Neb., areas
have been selected as test
markets.
"They try to pick test market all across the country,"
Unruh said. "Taco Bell believes
|Toledo| is a good representation of middle America."
Avid Taco Bell customer
Shelly McConahy, a University
alumna, ordered every item on
the breakfast menu and had
nothing to complain about.
"I'm lovin' it, even though
that's McDonald's phrase,"
McConahy said, "1 think
McDonald's stuff is too
greasy, and this isn't that
greasy at all."

Although no nutritional
information is available yet,
Gregory Kelly, general manager of Taco Bell in Bowling
Green, said their breakfast is
healthier than McDonald's
"hands down."
Unruh believes Taco Bell's
new menu will thrive because
people are growing tired of the
breakfast sandwiches featured
at McDonalds, Burger Kingand
other fast food restaurants.
"You can get a bagel or croissant and egg sandwich anywhere — our menu is unique
a I kkl i I Id 11 in.n rd, "I Nil nil-..ml
See BREAKFAST 1 Page 6

Nuisance party ordinance
just used on occasion
By K.lly Mali
Reporter

Students may enjoy parties but
some city residents see them as
a nuisance.
That's why, in June 2004,
Bowling Green City Council
adopted the nuisance party
ordinance in an attempt to
quell disruptive parties. It
allows police to shut down
parties and cite the hosts for
offenses such as underage
drinking, disorderly conduct
or littering.
Two Ohio college towns
roughly the size of Bowling
Green — Oxford and Athens,
which house Miami University

and Ohio University — provided the model for Bowling
Green's law.
According to the law, a nuisance party is a social gathering or party within the citythat
results in the following: disorderly conduct, open container
of alcohol, public urination or
defecation, unlawful sale or
dispension of alcohol, property
damage, unlawful traffic by
pedestrians or vehicles, party
goers holding up traffic, loud
noise or any actions that could
result in injury or cause alarm
in the area. To be cited, offenders must be accused of six of

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See PARTY | Page 6
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POLICE
BLOTTER

where.

LIVING
From Page I

WEDNESDAY
12:27 p.m.

"Pan of growing up is getling off-campus and becoming more responsible," she
said. "You have lo cook for
yourself, shop for yourself,
clean up after yourself, pay all
the hills and lake care of rent."
lolin Newlove, who owns
around BOO properties,
assumed a collegiate mindset
to moving out, saying "You
have a littler more freedom offcampus. It's more like home,
and you can come and go as
you please."
Newlove and Pickerel also
listed appealing perks like
being able to choose roommates, having a vehicle closer
to home, living with animal
companions "other than you
roommate" and relative peace
and quiet as accompanying
apartment life.
Hut not everyone desires
solitude when they come
home from class. Ickes and
Stridden both said they miss

■

1:09 p.m.
■

■

255 p.m.
■

■

5:42 p.m.
■

6:16 p.m.

THURSDAY
12:33 a.m.
■

the busy, buzzing atmosphere
■

■

of the dorms, even if they're
saving money l)\ living else

■

■

Ilennessy

doesn't

blame them.
While eating cookies and
watching "American Idol"
with floormatesmight not initially seem like a factor worthy
of consideration. Ilennessy
•..ml those kinds ol bonds are
an essential part of the college
experience.
His vision of dorm life as
a simultaneous social and
educational adventure is part
of the reason the University
requires students to live oncampus lor two years.
"You're exposed to diversity,
lo new ideas and people from
different backgrounds, but
you're all part of a community," he said.
Even when those two long
yearsareup, I lennessy doesn't
think students should jump
the gun and kiss the dorms
goodbye.
"Juniors shouldn't automatically think 1 need to move
off-campus.'" he said. 'There's
plenty of time to experience
thai independence throughout the rest of your life."
There is no uniform solution for every student. Those
who rely on certain loans will

be much better off financially
slaying on-campus, as will
those who crave convenience
and access to their parents'
wallets.
But students yearning for
liberty and the chance to belt
out their best "liraveheart"
impression willcry"l:recilom!"
upon moving into their deluxe

apartment in the sky.
MONEY MATTERS
Minimum fee fo' a two-person dorm
$1,950 or $114 70 pet week
Minimum ten! for a Newlove two bedroom unit. $475.00 pet month or $59.57
pe« person per week
Maximum fee foe a two-person dotm
$2,654 or $15611 per week
Maximum rent for a Newlove two bedroom unit $540 per month or $6750
pet person per week

Road Runner High-Speed Internet
minimum of $2995 per month
Time Warner Cable standard package:
$44.99

Minimum meal plan $l.J00 (Bronze)
Maximum meal plan: $1,945 (Platinum)

CITY
BRIEF

University prof
accused in
Ohio sex sting

r*G NEWS WIRE SOURCES

Suspect in double
murder may face
death penalty

WESTERVlllE, Ohio (AP) — A
Baldwin-Wallace College professor has been charged with soliciting sex over the Internet from a
police officer posing as a 14-yearold girl.
lames Meinke, 58, of Amherst,
an assistant professor of education technology, surrendered
on Wednesday to police in this
Columbus suburb, Lt. Tracey
Myers said. Meinke was charged
with a single count of importuning
and was released pending a court
hearing, Myers said.
Police said Meinke solicited sex
over a two-day period in March
from an undercover officer posing
as a 14-year-old girl. Weslerville
police have arrested about 50 suspects on similar charges over the
past two years, Myers said.
Meinke taught in the lakevvood
school system for 27 years before
joining the faculty of the college
in Berea in 1998. 'The college has
placed him on paid leave.

Craiq Daniels Jr. 34, who is accused
of murdering his ex-girlfriend Alicia
Caslillon. 50. and her new boyfriend
John C. Mitchell. 22. at Castillon's
Parker Street home on March 29.
could face the death penalty if convicted.
A Wood County grand jury
indicted Daniels on two counts of
aggravated murder, one count of
aggravated burglary and one count
of burglary yesterday morning after a
meeting the previous day. The murder
charges include specifications that
could lead to the death penalty or life
in prison without parole.
Daniels is being held without bond
at the Wood County Justice Center
after his Monday arrest in Stark
County. Ohio
Daniels preliminary hearing was
originally scheduled for April 11 at the
Bowling Green Municipal Court but
prosecutors canceled it. His arraignment will be scheduled at a later date.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Re^Dfeczovpr Churchi
Re^Dfeczave3!- JP&USJ /

Who are we?
We ire ■ it* church in Finally
that leelri to coined life, faith.
a «d re let ion lb iff. iVe neb to be

St. Aloysius

fr Catholic Church

I

We're on the corner of Summit S Clough St.

4

honett and authentic. We teed to
wilt through this jwrney of life
with othen regirdlen of t/hero

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

they are flirting from. We feek to
learn and litre the way! of God
through luthaotie mittioail
community.

.••»

We teolr to connect with you!

First

join us.
We-thip Gifhin.,! S:JO Surilf t
1716 Hint R'<v SI • I.I'M
419 «2 S665
II '••• O.'b... Sin......

We intive you to
worship with us
and look forward to
meeting you soon!

wvwv.ourjourne^jcommunifijorQ

Presbyterian
Church
Bowling Green

,.L^f't

PEACE LLTHERAN
CHURCH

1028 PEARL ST.
BOWLING GREEN.OHIO

Worship 10:00 a.m. Sur
126 S. Church Street,
(419)352-5176
www.bgpresb.org

419-352-0241
CREATING
CHRIST-CONNECTEO
COMMUNITY

930 AM LOOSELY THAOITtOHAL
I I OO A.M. CASUAL
MHO'S WKLCOMt H«K«> 1V1IKOHI'

AMn It/Jcome,...

THE ALLIANCE
J

lpcc9wcnot.org

Sundays
11A.M. Worship Celebration

www.lurningpointbg.org

10A.M. Discipleship Hour

Pastor Larry Whatley

Tuesdays

1161 Napoleon Road
Voice: 419.352.3623
Email: otfice@bgalliance.org
Web: www.bgalliance.org

7P.M. Bible Study
Wednesdays
7P.M. Women's Bible Study
7P.M. Kid's Point Ministries
LOCATED
1234

N

INSIDE

MAIN

THE

STREET

jMAmuw 28:18-20

WOODLAND MALL
BG

•

419

373

0144

Bowling Green Alliance Church

Welcome Students
Faculty

Worship With Us
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Worship - 10:45 a.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples or Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green
419-354-3989
www.wcnet.org/wfccbg

JT

ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH
Strrim the Caihuhc Cummunif) M BGSL1

^'■■'tm-Ma^
'£m

First United Methodist Church

IU

men-ts

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:00 Contemporary Worship
10:00 Sunday School (all ages)
11:00 Traditional Worship

t

BELONG
BELIEVE
BECOME

<

icross from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot
i Weekend liturgies • Sot. 5p.m.; Sun. 10 & Noon, 7:00p.m.
• Socioment of Reconciliation • 4:15-4:45 Saturday,
or by appointment.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
5:15 Worship
6:00 Dinner
7:00 Classes

Volunteer Service:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc

Please join us at:
1526 East Wooster St.

l^ Tlmrsim AM-I 419-352-7555

'eico

Bowling Sreen, OH 43402
419-353-0682
wMiw.fumcb90.org

(Je want to k jour fa.nttUj awaj from fame,
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
315 S. College Drive
419.353.9305
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
BIBLE STUDY • WORSHIP -SERVICES ■ AND MUCH MORE

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Greek Life welcomes back fraternity after almost 7 years

0

John
Sideris
Sigma Alpha
Epsilon
vice-president

By Kyle Reynolds
Reporter

Doyt Perry, Krvin Krcischer and
Clayton Kohl all have something in common: They have
prominent buildings on cam-

GET A LIFE

pus named after them but they
werealso members of the Sigma
Alpha lipsilon fraternity when
they were at BGSU.
The fraternity was kicked off
campus in 2000 but last weekend they were re-chartered and
the brothers celebrated with
their family, local alumni and
national fraternity officers.
They were booted off campus
by their local alumni who were
not satisfied with the direction the fraternity was headed,
according to John Sideris, the
fraternity's vice-president.

"We were real strong in the
70s and'80s with 120 people but
when we moved into the bigger
fraternity houses the problems
began," Sideris said. "The fraternity started to change, and
it didn't match the ideals of the
fraternity so our alumni got us
off campus."
Sideris is the founding father
of the re-chartering and is glad
they are back on campus.
"We've worked two and a half
years for this," Sideris said. "We
built this from nothing into a
national fraternity, which is so

rough, there were times when I
thought it would never happen
... I feel so much personal excitement not just for myself but for
every member and alumni."
J.P Callahan, the fraternity's
president, agreed that the journey to the re-chartering was difficult but worthwhile.
"Novvthat it's happened I have
a feeling of disbelief." Callahan
said. "We were threatened to be
shut down if we didn't meet a
scries of goals but it happened
and it was the most amazing
event in my life."

In order to get back on campus they had to meet certain
requirements.
Some of the
things they needed to do was
have at least 30 members, hold
a philanthropy, have 10 hours of

community service per membet, have a working budget and
build a scholarship program.
The final test to determine
the re-chartering was done by
the national fraternity, according to |.T. Filbert, correspondence secretary.
"We had to pass through an
investigation by the national

fraternity to make sure we were
living up to our 12 core values
as a part of the True Gentleman
Initiative," Filbert said
The True Gentleman Initiaii\e
is the set of values the fraternity
models themselves after.
Currently the fraternity has:(()
members but they would like to
gei bigger.
"One of our goals is to double
our size," Sideris said. "We would
like to improve our (Jniversit)
relations as well as build a betlet report with other fraternities
and sororities."

Having something to do without needing a ton of money

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some ever* laten from evenBbgsu.edu

1:30-2:45 p.m.
Resume Writing
Workshop

College students strapped for cash can still have fun and a nice meal. Here are just a few deals:

360 Saddlcmire

FOOD

3:00 - 4:15 p.m.
Interviewing Workshop
360 Saddlemire

3:30 - 6 p.m.
Master Class: Richard
Sherman, flute
Sherman is on the Winds department
fatuity at Michigan State University's
School ol Music Event is dee and
open to the public
Kelly Rchc.nsolH.ill. Moo,c
Musical Arts Center

/p.m.
Collegiate Chorale &
University Women's
Chorus

■ Cottage Inn Pizza at 1530 E.
Woosler St. offers students a
medium two-topping pizza with
breadsticlcs for $9.99 and a medium one-topping pizza for $4.99.
■ Dominosatl616E. Wooster
St. offers seven specialty pizzas
for $7.
■ Jimmy Johns at 1616 E. Woosler
St. offers a free Pepe. a ham and
provolone sandwich, with an
order of $7 or more from campusfood.com. This offer is only
good on Mondays.
■ Marcinos Pizza and Grinders at
525 E. Wooster St. has a special
offer through the student Cru
card. Card holders can buy a

I

I

I

I

large drink and get a free 9-inch
grinder or 8-inch pizza. They can
also get a free large drink with a
second purchase.
Night Flight Ptzza at 1502 E.
Wooster St. offers $2 off or the
option of a free 2 liter with any
order via campusmenus.com.
Papa John's Pizza at 826 S Main
St. offers a large one item pizza
for $6.99 for college students
although no ID is required.
The Pita Pit at 522 E Wooster
St. offers coupons in programs
that are handed out during campus tours.
Rally's at 1005 N. Main St. gives
15 percent off for students with a
valid student ID.

Collegiate Chorale is directed by
Dr. William Skoog. and University

ECCA

Women are 37% more likely

Women's Chorus is directed by Dr.

to go to a psychiatrist

Sandra Frey Stegman. Tickets are $8
(or adults and $5 lor students and

Management Inc

than men are.

senior citizens
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

DAILY ADVISING TIP

Nine Planets and
Counting

York Times began opening up
access to the TimesSelect feature
on their Web site to anyone with
a edu e-mail address. This part of
the site includes access to op-ed
and news columnists in text and
podcast formats and up to 100
articles per month from the New
York Times archive. This archive
contains content going back to
1851
I Ruckus, a national music downloading system, has a special offer
directed at college students. As
of January 2007 they are offer-

ENTERTAINMENT
■ C & C Games at 518 E. Wooster
St. offers a 10 percent discount
off any pre-fjaid or used games
Students must show their BGSU
ID cards to get the discount.
There are also ads for 10 percent
off provided in freshman pamphlets.
■ The Movie Gallery's two city
locations — at 1068 N. Main St.
and at 1107 S Main St. — give
students with valid student IDs
a dollar off on rentals for up to
three rentals Students who have
the Cru card can get one free
rental with any regular rental. The
offer recycles every Monday.
■ Beginning on March 15. The New

ing free music for anyone with
a valid edu address. Check out
for ruckusnetwock.com for more
information.

I Varsity Lanes at 1033 S. Main St.
has a college special onMi •
through Friday from 9 until 11
p.m. The offer give. I
game of bowl ■ .
F | >\zza
and a pop for $7 each.
I The University Book stoic offers
a 3 percent to 8 percent discount
on all computer-related items.
Apple. Dell and CDW-G products are available. 1 he store also
sells software for up to 85 percent
off. Microsoft Office for MAC
and PCs is available for $59.99 if
you re a student Microsoft Office
often costs nxno than $150.
- Compiled by Reporter Steve
Kunkler

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECK OUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

WWW.MECCABG.COM

A multi-media show in the
Planetarium lasting approximately 1

Retaking a course? Go to:

hour, followed by stargazing in the

http://www.bgsu.edu/catalog/ Acad_polieiol8.html

Observatory if weather permits. $1

for Guidelines on Retaking Classes

donation suggested
Spo,

112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

ed by Advising Network

Sign Up Before April 31st to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Rent:
H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702 V: Sixth
704'/; Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
8.V) Fourth St.

Am
anagement
Charlestovn Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management

tit,/**

641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
2 bedroom, 1"2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$50.00 PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER
[offer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/07]
*^W. jJN „,

Hourt:

UNivansiTV

bookstore
AVAILABLE IN JUNE!

Show Your Talent & Your Spirit!
• Design the Official BGSU Athletics T-Shirt for 2007-2008 •

THE

A.

NEWS

along with BGSU Uhletics

students enrolled
through l-'all 200

arc sponsoring a student
spirit T-shirt desiim contest!

contest details ami

GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbharrentals.com

to be sold ai the
University Bookstore
next year.

STUDENT
Tee Shirt
DESIGN
CONTEST

I he winning design

Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

T.HEB6HBNS

ENTRY 1)1 V 1)1 IM :
Sunday, April 22nd ;it II:

"It's a tough war. The American people are weary of this war."
-George W. Bush, addressing soldiers about to deploy to Iraq from California, from

Time.com.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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Do you vote in the USG election?
"No. I've had no
involvement [in
USG] so it's not really
relevant."

"No. I voted last year,
though"

"No. I didn't really

jidn't vote because
I -got"

realize it was going
on until the day
before."

AislDNTCMCUS.-.

haven't s«w
of dakd 0oe>ft>

m

mWitikD PUTERBAUGH
l|Jt
COIUMNIS'

Transgender discrimination
JOELLE RUBY RYAN | GUEST COLUMNIST

I am writing this guest column
to discuss a hot-button issue
currently being discussed on
campus: an amendment to the
university's non-discrimination polic) In include gender
identity/expression as protected categories.
In the text thai follows, I
would like In asseil uli\ I
believe this change is necessary For the University and to
address several critiques of the
proposed policj change that I
believe to be spurious,
lb ameliorate the lives of
transpeople, advocates from
around the country have been
pushing tin laws and policies
which protect indiv iduals from
discrimination.
Currently, more than HO
colleges and universities in

the us have updated their
non-discrimination policies to
cover (ill
(ill: is the most commonlyused phrase in law and public
policy to describe discrimination against individuals
who stray from dominant
norms ol gender.
While gender identity refers
in a person's core sense of
themselves as male or female,
gender expression describes
the outer communication of
gender toothers. Both terms
must be explicitly added to
provide legal protection lor all
trans and gender-nonconforming people.
Ibis proposed policy change
is one important stride in a
broader movement which
seeks to obtain ci\ il rights for

transpeople and an end to

•■ i ■ N€V« ILLUSTRATOR

identity refers to a
person's core sense
of themselves as
gender expression
describes outer
communication of
gender to others."
gender-based prejudice and
systemic discrimination.
Transpeople have historically sued on the bases of sex,
disability status and sexual oriental ion. Unfortunately, they
have had only limited success
with these suits because it
Is open to legal interpretation whether discrimination
against transpeople falls under
t he scope of these categories.
The recent Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals decision on
this issue has suggested that
gendei identity and expression
are protected under the framework of sex discrimination.
I lowever, good case law is
not equivalent to explicit language written into all official
university documents.
Contrary to some people's
opinion, the inclusion of GIE
dues not create a "laundry
list'' of protected categories,
GIE
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As the state of Massachusetts
deliberates on its stance in the
gay marriage debate, America's
homosexual population waits
in uneasy anticipation.
The outcome of
Massachusetts' decision will
impact the futures of thousands across the country and
millions indirectly.
While I admittedly lot
myself with the sentiment of
the homosexual community, I
would like to propose an alternative to marriage.
Generally speaking, I think
that having a way to secure a
legal partner is a good idea.
I-'or whatever reason, many
in our society have decided to
attack life in pairs, and I think
that they should be afforded
the right to do so.
I also think that this right
should be given to homosexu-

Don't wait for a fatality:
Crack down on

"While gender

male or female,

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Think of alternative solutions for
gay marriage, civil unions

C«ni)frien^f«^u«rts?
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When you're trying to sleep,
do homework, or just relax,
fire alarms become an annoyance. I mean, nothing ever
happens, right?
So imagine my surprise when
1 opened my door Monday
night and got a face full of
smoke. Five minutes later, I was
standing outside Kodgers with
every other resident there, wondering what had just happened.
According to The BG News,
what happened was that
someone on my floor had put
a warm lava lamp in their closet, covering it with clothes to
hide it. Apparently, they were
concerned they weren't supposed to have the lava lamp
in their room, but I was left
wondering why it was there in
the first place.
Didn't students know the
dangers of having fire hazards
in their rooms?
The answers should be yes,
but because it's so easy to
forget or hide fire hazards, it
doesn't matter. What matters is
that fire safety checks are not
catching these things because
it's so easy to hide them for
the five minutes the Resident
Adviser is there.
Lava lamps aren't the only
fire hazard that can be hidden,
nor is it the only thing prohib-

ited by the University.
According to the Office of
Residence Life Web site, candles, incense, lights or lamps
with halogen bulbs, appliances
with exposed heating elements,
toasters and toaster ovens,
outdoor and indoor grills and
inflatable furniture or bean
bags are among the items prohibited in dorms.
Yet, at one time or another in
my three years at the University,
I've seen people with these
items displayed in their rooms.
Well, maybe not toasters, since
it's hard to hide the smell of
burnt toast, but the rest have
been there.
And 1 know why they haven't
been caught. While the RAs I've
had have done a fine job of carrying out fire inspections, they
aren't done frequently enough
to be effective.
It's very easy to hide something for just a couple minutes,
especially when the date and
time that fire safety checks are
going to happen, it might be
convenient to know when these
fire safety checks will be, but it's
about as smart as banks telling
criminals when the best time
for a robbery is.
There's also the problem of
apathy or lack of knowledge.
Many students might hide
the potential fire hazard during inspection, but put it right
back up after the RA had left
because it looks cool or they
don't really care.
I've been one of those stu-
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FIRE

als, heterosexuals, and all of
those in the unpubUdzed hinterlands.
However, the movement to
extend these rights to homosexuals may not be pursuing
the best course of action.
Allow me to explain.
Hirst of all, lei's consider
pragmatism, i.e. feasibility,
if any of you has ever argued
with a religious zealot, surely
you know that gay marriage is
probably one of the last things
they'll tolerate.
But who can argue with
them? All three of the major
religions in the world seem to
have made stark traditions that
are anti homosexual. In and
of itself, the voice and concentration of religious people in
America make gay marriage an
unlikely scenario.
Second, let's consider the
reaction from churches.
Churches receive benefits from
the state similar to government
institutions; therefore, by analogy, they would legally forbidden from being discriminatory.
Thus, if gay marriage were to
be a lawful act, churches would

be required to grant marriages
to homosexuals.
This may not seem like a
bad thing if you support gay
marriage, but what about the
backlash? Almost certainly,
America's Bible belt will tie
itself into a knot. While I
rarely support the pursuit
of tradition, I do not think
that it should necessarily be
taken away.
Again, the reaction from
the pulpit, and the threat of
potential lawsuits alone would
be daunting to anyone seeking gay marriage. This is not
an impossible hurdle, but a
very weighty one for sure. It is
interesting to note how easily
this whole issue could be sidestepped if churches were not
given state benefits, but I'll save
that for another column.
The third thing that makes
gay marriage a bad direction is
the sense carried in the word
itself. While the act of marriage is not inherently religious
(indeed it was first pagan), the
word has become inextricably
See UNIONS | PageS
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SAY WHAT?: Send us your most interesting captions lor this photo taken at a January
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Please include your name. year, major and BG e-mail address with submissions.
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Love reading our weekly sex column?
Think you have the experience and the ingenuity to take ovei?
E-mail the Opinion Editor. Amanda Hoover at hoovama@bgsu.edu with
inquiries. Interested parties should be responsible, mature and confident
they can come up with at least 15 weeks worth ol column material.
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GUEST COLUMNS are longer
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and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
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printed
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com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
punting. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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UNIONS
From Page 4
lied lo the church.
How do I know?
Well, ask any person on the
street in what kind of building
someone gets married; it won't
be too long before you can
form a pattern on your own.
The point is that if one wants
to label oneself as 'married,'
the religious overtones may
make any non-religious person
feel kind of awkward getting
married.
These three reasons all hinder the push for gay marriage.
In varying degrees, all three
negatively affect anyone interested at all in the debate. But
what alternatives are there?
One alternative that has
been suggested by both parties
is that homosexuals ought to
be granted the right of a civil
union. OK, good first step, but
aren't we forgetting something?
Those who propose civil
unions theoretically are
in favor of the legal rights
attached to such a bonding.
Thus, the right to see one's significant other in a hospital, the
right to handle one's partner's
posthumous estate, etc. would
all be granted to the recipients
of gay civil unions.
Basically, all of the rights
afforded to married folk would
also apply to those who have
civil unions; only the name
would be different.
I lowever, this would constitute a distinct separation

GIE
From Page 4
nor does it open the floodgates for every group who
feels it has been wronged by
the University to easily obtain
protection under the anti-discrimination policy. (UK also
does not mandate a required
number of gender-neutral
bathrooms on campus.
As of this date, the 01E
initiative on campus has
been endorsed by the Office
of Equity and Diversity,

k

between how homosexuals are
allowed to be espoused, and
how heterosexuals are allowed.
Even though the rights would
be the same, the institutions
would be distinct.
It so happens that this was
tried before in our country,
but overruled in the Supreme
Court case Brown v. Board
of Education. For all of you
unaware, the case decided
whether it was fair to segregate
black and white children into
public schools that were separate, but equal. The Supreme
Court put a stop to this by say
that 'separate but equal' was,
and is. inherently unequal
(read: wrong).
So, to propose that homosexuals should be happy with civil
unions is to incite the wrath of
legal precedent. The institution
of the civil union would be separate from marriage, making it
inherently unequal.
However, let's not abandon
the prospect of a civil union
so easily. There does, after all,
seem to be something good
about having a partner with
legal protection.
Thus, I propose something
radical, something outrageous,
something so fundamentally
intuitive that the alternatives
seem silly. Let's make civil
unions the status quo.
For emphasis: Let's fully
embrace the establishment
clause and take religion out of
government. Let's strike all talk
of marriage out of legal documents, and start over again.
Two people who wish to be

the LCiBT Task Force, the
I Ionian Relations Committee,
the Equal Opportunity
Compliance Committee,
the Undergraduate Student
Government, Transcendence
and Vision.
The GIE resolution is currently pending approval by the
Graduate Student Senate and
will soon be introduced in the
Faculty Senate.
Ultimately, the addition will
be voted on by the Board of
Trustees later this year. 1 urge
you to learn more about this
important issue and to be proactive in support of its timely
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legally bound together, no matter their sexuality, will have to
apply for a civil union license,
not marriage.
In this way, every word of the
law can extend to all peoples.
However, once someone gets
a civil union, they're free to
have a ceremony wherever they
choose, whether in a church, a

casino or Timbuktu.
Precedence, after all, has
already been set for this type of
government-religious separation. Consider, if you will, how
Congress swears in. In a fresh
term, all Congressmen do a
group swearing in together.
After they've been sworn in,
they can place their hand on
the religious book of their
choice, but its not part of the
actual ceremony.
Regardless of how the civil
rights proponents decide to
attack the issue, I think it is
time that we as a society recognize just how ridiculous
the ban on legal homosexual
unions actually is.
I have shown that there is
a reasonable alternative to
marriage that does not stifle
anyone's traditions, step on
anyone's toes, nor insult them.
Thus, I now shift the burden
of proof to the heterosexist
masses.
If homosexuals do not
deserve the ripht tohe legally
joined, what are your reasons
and where is your evidence?

Sendconments to ChadPuterbaughat
anputerQbgsuedu

implementation.
Make your voice heard and
demand that those who represent you listen to their constituencies.
While the addition of GIE
language to the non-discrimination policy is not a panacea,
it is a vitally important step
forward in the creation of a
non-discriminatory environment for all students, faculty
and staff at BGSU.

Joelle Ruby Ryan is an American Culture
Studies graduate student, as well as thepresident of Transcendence

FIRE
From Page 4
dents in the past, but only after
really thinking about it and
hearing some stories of students who were Injured or lost
everything in a fire, I am much
more careful.
1 lowever, looking at students
with lava lamps and string lights
decorating their rooms, 1 feel like
I'm in the minority.
The problem of fire safety
extends well beyond campus,
though. While off-campus housing might be different than living
in a donn, the fire danger is just

the same.
In the past month in a half.
Boston University has seen two
fatal off-Campus fires.
On Feb. 24, two students living in Boston were killed in a
fire started by a burning candle
that had been lit after power
went out.
On March 16, a Bloomsburg
University student, visiting his
friend at Boston University, was
killed in a fire started by hot
embers from a charcoal grill on
the back poreh. Investigators

said that the embers smoldered
on the wooden deck and a
couch before bursting into
llames around 6 a.m.
In the second case, apathy or
a lack of information may have
played a role. Brnokline, Mass.,
the city in which the lire happened, prohibits residents from
using grills on porches. If the
Boston University student had
followed this nile, then there is a
chance the fire may never have
happened and his friend would
still be alive today.
Boston University includes
fire safety in its freshman orientation and sets strict rules
about the use of appliances in
campus housing, but with the
recent fires, they are being more
aggressive about all students
understanding fire prevention
and safety.
It is my belief that our
University needs to take a similar step for its students before
something happens.
My concern is that it will take
a fire-related injury or fatality
Before such actions are taken.
We have already had two small
fires on campus this semester
which is the most I've seen dur-

ing m\ 'time here.
The University must educate
students more about Are safety,
and must do so throughout their
time here.
Simpty introducing it dur
ing freshman orientation is
not enough, because, honestly,
how many juniors and seniors
remember everything from their
freshman orientation?
The University must also step
up how frequently lire inspirlions are done in the dorms.
They don't need to be weekly
bta perhaps once a month
would be enough.
It would also help lor It \s to
keep an eye out for anything
that might be considered a
fire hazard.
It might seem like I'movei
reading lo this issue, but once
youVe experienced any kind of
lire in a building, whether it's a
donn or an oil-campus apartment, you doni want to lake any
chances. The price to paj fbi
being unprepared is too high to
just do nothing

Send comments to Bran S/ahetsti at
(•:<uedi
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PARTY
From Page 1
these violations.
i he law was designed to
elevate these offenses m misdemeanors rather than just civil
offenses, Bowling Green Police
Lt Tony Hetrick said.
Alter the law was adopted,
BGSU's Student Legal Services
challenged it after 25 students
wbo'dbeen cited or warned complained it violated their rights of
line process and free assembly.
Ihe Bowling Green Municipal
Court anil the (ith District Court
of Appeals In Toledo rejected
their plea, saying the legislation
was in tact constitutional.
Hut despite some students'
distaste with it, it's not often
used. Since August, there have
only been 1(> nuisance party
citations.
I his law is used IIII occasion,
not all the time," Hetrick said,
i ust we Inform the host of the
party ol the offense, and if they
continue to be disruptive, we will
cite them for nuisance party"
In some cases, a nuisance
party becomes a zoning issue.
In these cases, the landlord can

become liable.
This is a tool for continuing
problems to not get om of con

troL" Hetrick said.
sgt. Jim Squaiicc of Ihe

year began.
Howling Green's party scene
has been equally quiet in the
past few years, despite more
citations, according to I let rick.
"Partying is cyclical. It is
not planned and trends could
change from year to year." he
said. "I he people from year to
yeai is just among some variables."
Other variables include
visitors, special events such as
spurting events and any other
form of celebration that may
come. Location, however, is not

a variable.
In the beginning weeks of
school, many people witnessed
Wooster Street as "party central."
Hetrick said this is not necessarily true till the lime. Wooster
Street is just more visible than
other streets.
But while the nuisance party
ordinance is not often used by
i in police, some student homeowners still believe they are
being targeted.
Junior Malt Brol/.ki lives
with live other roommates on
Wooster Street. While they used
to have parties, he said they have
slopped doing so altogether
because ol the law.
"We felt targeted being on
Wooster Street at the beginning
of the year." Brot/ki said. "Bike
CODS kepi going around the
house waiting for someone to do

(Moid Police Department said

something stupid."

Miami University students
must have only three violalions to be cited under their
nuisance parts ordinance.
"There'sa very good response

An ording to police reports,
two of his six roommates were
arrested for disorderly conduct, public urination, underage under the influence and
nuisance party violations on
Aug. 24. 2006. A report said
2(H) people were in their Last
Wooster Streel yard when officers arrived.

by the student community,'1
Squance said. "They do a good
job of policing themselves."

His department has only given
four citations since the school

[

Brotzki said they were cited
because someone walked into
the street during the party.
Although Brolzki understands
why the citation was given, he
said he feels the law does not
take his living situation into
account.
"They are very vague — they
define a party as five people or
more and there are six people
Hiving in) the house.'' he said.
"By law, it's always a party."
Senior Wes Gundelfinger said
he has seen many changes in
the parly scene since he began
living in The Enclave on Iuisi
Napoleon Koad.
Gundelfinger believes apartment parties have at least likely chance of getting a citation
because the apartments are
smaller and more contained.
"It seems like I partied more
in houses prior to being 21,"
Gundelfinger said. "Most people
when they are old enough to
move off campus are old enough
to get into the bars which minimizes the house parties."
Gundelfinger said when he
used to go to house parties,
there were more nuisance party
citations given because of party
population. Since he began

hosting parties at his apartment,
he has not been cited once.
But there may be other reasons Gundelfinger has never
been cited.
Hetrick said a disorderly ticket
or a warning usually shuts jwrties down so nuisance citations
tire given only in certain circumstances.
This is not a tool to stop gatherings." Hetrick said. This is a
tool to combat the problem or
public misbehavior."
City News Editor Lisa
I hilwrsiaitl contribiiletl.

e BG News has a fall opening for a qualified
student, to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the lob
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So or Jr Business or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detailed oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

BREAKFAST
From Page 1
"We got Grilled Stuft Burritos.
breakfast Crunchwraps and
Cinnamon Toastadas."
A unique menu isn't the only
weapon in Taco Bell's arsenal.
I Jnruh said the prime location
of his Bowling Green restaurant will also ensure breakfast
sales.
Although business was
steady during the first breakfast, Kelly said there were four
students anxiously waiting
outside the door at 5:58 a.m.,
two minutes before opening.
"Taco Bell gives us a few
days before they start advertising the new products," Kelly
explained. "They should start
advertising by Sunday, then
things should really start to
get fun."

The test period will last nine
to 18 months and if the feedback is good enough, Unruh
said the breakfast menu will be
implemented nationwide.

NEW TACO BELL
BREAKFAST
6 -10:50 am every day
■ Sausage & Bacon Grilled Stuft Burnlo
■ Guacamole Bacon Grilled Stuff
Burr i to
■ Bacon & Egg Ounchwrap
■ Bacon & Egg Taco
■ Southwest Sausage Burrito
■ Egg. Bean & Cheese Burrito
■ Bell Breakfast Potatoes
■ Cinnamon Toastadas served with
Maple Syrup on the side
■ Coffee and Orange Juice
Source; Taco Bell

Ohio woman' charged
with drunk driving in bikini
MASON, Ohio (AI>) — A man
wearing a siring bikini and
woman's wig when arrested on
a dninken driving charge told
police he was on his way to compete as a woman in a contest at
a bar, according to authorities.
A trial date of May 24 was
set for Steven S. Cole, 46, of
Waynesville, when he was
arraigned Tuesday in Mason
Municipal Court.
Cole was arrested Tuesday as
he attempted to leave a park
in his pickup track after Mason
police received a complaint of
an intoxicated man walking and
driving around the park.
Cole was wearing pink flipflops and with the top of the
bikini filled out by tan water balloons, police said. Cole told an

officer lie was on his way to a bar
in Dayton, about 30 miles away,
to compete for SI0,000 prize,
according to the police report.
Cole's blood-alcohol test registered 0.174 percent, more than
twice Ohio's legal limit of 0.08
percent, the report said.
Cole also was charged with
public indecency, disorderly
conduct and having an open
container of beer. He pleaded
not guilty to all charges yesterday and remained free on his
own recognizance.
Cole sought driving privileges to commute to and from
work, but Chief Magistrate
Eddie Lawson ordered a mental evaluation before ruling on
that request. Prosecutor Robert
Peeler said.

Clothespins not good in pinch
AMANDA, Ohio (AP) — A substitute teacher used clothespins to silence four chatty kindergartners and will not work
again in the school district, the
superintendent said.
The four boys said springtype clothespins were placed
over their upper or lower lips
for talking too much in class,
Amanda-Clearcreek Primary
School principal Mike lohnsen
wrote in a letter to parents this
week.
Ruth Ann Stoneburner, a
retired school nurse who had
worked as a substitute for the
last several years, confirmed to
lohnsen that she had used the
clothespin discipline March
26, he said.
Officials found out about the
discipline after a parent complained.

The students weren't hurt,
but the punishment isn't condoned by the district, Dick
said.
Stoneburner was suspended permanently by the
Amanda-Clearcreek district
and was being reported to the
stale Education Department,
Superintendent J.B. Dick said
Wednesday.
Department spokesman I.C.
I teuton said while he could
not comment on this specific
case, the department weighs
the merits of allegations before
deciding whether to open an
investigation. The state Board
of Education may suspend or
revoke teachers' licenses for
unbecoming behavior, he said
yesterday.
Stoneburner could not be
reached for comment.
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AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.
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USG
From Page 1
"1 have a lot of ideas that I would
like to try to get out there on campus," Camera said. "Hopefully
USG will be back in good light.''
For (jcorgetti, the results were
a disappointment, but Georgetti
said he and Caligiuri tried their
best.
"It was alright if we didn't win
because we put everything we
could into it." he said.
Georgetti and Caliguiri both have
confidence lewis and Gamero will
do a good job.
"lohnnie and Nick are more
than qualified to lead the student
body," Caligiuri said.
Freshman Lauren Adams said
she voted for Lewis because he's
been to her residence hall and she
agreed with his stance on a lot of
issues.
"1 went to the debate and I really
liked the tilings he was saying,"
she said.
Lewis said he plans to start
putting his plans into action very
soon.
"Nick and I are going to sit down
and set all those goals we said we
were going to, then we're going to
make them public," he said.
loining lewis and Gamero in
next year's efforts are elected atlarge senators Justin Bamhan, losh
Biiiner.PaulBolin, Patrick Dehnart.
Jonathan Dinan, liesl Dye, Jessica
Kremer, Jeremy Lehman, Kim
Peters and lason Snead.
Off-campus senators include
Alicia Crawford, Alexander
D'Ettorre. Melinda Grooms, Alaina
Kantner, Cory Kulilman, Megan
Lee, Emily Piros, Dominique
Simms and Dl Swcaringen.
Jessica Molina will represent
the College of Education, Enoch
Wu will represent the College of
Technology, and leo Almeida and
Natalie Ramos will serve as minority affairs senators.
Lewis said there tire still positions open on USG including several college representative positions and one off-campus senator
position and would encourage
other students to get involved.
"Student government is not only
a voice for change, but the most
effective voice for change on campus, contrary to popular belief.''
he said.

PROTEST
From Page 1
are obligated to follow the FDA
guidelines for blood donation.
According to EDA spokeswoman Pat Harley, there has been
discussion on modifying the outright ban to a deferral period for
several years, but the policy hasn't
changed.
Their Web site states the "FDA
believes lhat then is scientific
justification for screening out all
potential donors who are men
who have had sex, even once, with
another man since 1977, and for
screening out the recent sexual
partners of such men."
Gay men make up roughly twothirds of all HIV-positive males
and remain at an increased risk for
contracting the disease, according
to the Centers for Disease Control.
Bui in addition to the gay male
exclusion clauses, the FDArcquires
all donated blood be tested for diseases.
Victor Kayak, agraduate student
in the chemistry department, said
he believes the gay male clause is
rooted more in homophobia, than
science.
"I've got a degree in biochemistry and from a medical point of
view, it shouldn't matter if you're
gay or straight," he said.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infofa meccabii.com

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com
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WEEKEND PUNS
FRIDAY

Honk if you love tax relief
Against Me!
reinvents Axl Rose at
Frankies in Toledo. The
former anarcho-punks are
touring nationally with The
Riverboat Gambles and Fake
Problems. Admission is $16
at the door, which opens at
8 p.m.

White Rapper Show
(case)
features several of the
creamiest MCs this side of
Karl Rove. Dasit. 100 Proof,
Misfit and Deuce will totally
get jiggy wit' it at Headliners
at 8 p.m. Admission is $10.

Machine Go Boom
unveils their newest indiepop opus on The Grog
Shop in Cleveland. Their
CD release show will also
feature tunes by local acts
Coffinberry and Houseguest.

Animal Egg Hunt
at the Toledo Zoo puts the
"Eee!" back in "Easter" when
the zoo's inhabitants go on
their own adorable quest
for plastic eggs containing
species-specific treats.
Various animals will start
searching at various times
throughout the weekend.
SATURDAY

NOMO comes back to
Howard's Club H. The Ann
Arbor collective has been
charming the Black Swamp
crowd for a couple years with
their prolonged afro-funk
jams. Starts at 9 p.m. and
costs $5.

Norma Jean
prepares fans for Easter
and the apocolypse.
The Christian metalcore
group plays Headliners in
Toledo with The Chariot,
A Life Once Lost and The
Handshake Murders for $16.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY

Easter
features the renowned Jesus
Christ rising from the dead.
The purported miracle has
spawned billions of believers,
a few wars and an army of
grown men who dress in
rabbit suits to earn their
pay every spring. Don't miss
Mass or that hidden egg in
your shoe!

THEY SAID IT
"It al started when the first
gift was given by Pilgrims
long aoo. Then everybody
started grving presents; even
the Easter Bunny started giving them until Santa slapped
him with a lawsuit"
Angrto Piddes | Ruc^hsorBi

I

Big bands bypass Buckeye
State this concert season
By Rachal Shirk
Reporter

Students fess up to
truancy tattles
By Sarah Moore
Reporter

The Killers have been everywhere since they hit it big:
"Saturday Night Live," "Late
Night with Conan O'Brien,"
even the MTV Europe awards.
But fans of the band in Ohio
will have to plan carefully
if they want to see them on
their tour this summer: The
\>
;M;.'<
closest city they're coming to
is Detroit.
PHOTO PDOVIDfO
The Killers aren't the
only band skipping out KILLING US SOFTLY WITH NO SONGS: The Killers are just one of numerous nationon Ohio this summer. The al acts that are not making a pit stop m Ohio during this touring season.
tour schedules of Modest
Mouse, Elvis Costello and
avoiding Ohio, local promot- neath the top, but it's really
Tool have them in Ohio just ers are still doing what they about the stuff that sells,"
long enough to pass through can to get them to come.
he said.
to another state.
Jim Gavarone, owner of
UnfortunatelyforGavarone
"This is kind of their way Howard's Club H in down- and for many small-venue
of creating hype," explained town Bowling Green, is "con- owners across the Midwest,
Jonathan Anderson of Verso stantly pursuing bands" to finding the stuff that sells
Group Enterprises, the com- play his club, he said. He stays isn't the problem — it's havpany responsible for concert up to date on what bands are ing the money to pay for them
promotion in Toledo.
touring and where through to play in the first place.
"A band never wants to various media, including
A few years ago the White
over-saturate themselves," Pollstar, a publication that, Stripes were booked to play
Anderson said. If fans of "... provide|s| music business Howard's. A deal on their paybands like Arcade Fire have professionals with the most ment was reached early on, but
to travel a distance to see reliable and accurate source in the time between that agreethem — the closest cit- of worldwide concert tour ment and the show, the band hit
ies they're coming to are linformationl," according to fame The next thing Gavarone
Chicago and New York — it its Web site.
knew, their manager called askmakes the shows even more
Gavarone likes to give less- ing for SI0,000, a significant
exciting, thus adding to the er-known bands a chance to amount more than the original
band's word-of-mouth repu- perform, but he also has to
tation.
pay the bills. "I try to get
See BANDS
■11
Even if some bands are bands that are just under-

I

As the school year starts to
wind down, many students find
themselves with a serious lack of
motivation. The last thing a person would choose to do on a gorgeous day is walk (o class with a
heavy backpack toward a stuffy
classroom, so skipping class can
become the appropriate answer
to the problem. But what about
the students who have skipped
class continuously throughout
the year?
Although feeling sick, having
car troubles and family emergencies are legitimate reasons to
miss class for some professors,
they also can become repetitive
excuses for others. However,
some excuses are so unique that
they deserve their own category.
Education professor Judy
Vadenbroek has been teaching
for over 30 years, which results
in an excuse list of absurd proportions.
"I had a student tell me they
had to miss class for a week
because their kitten had their
claws removed and wouldn't
keep the bandages on their
paws," she said. "I even had a
student e-mail me telling me
that they were sorry they missed
class, but it was two days before
we even had the class."
Missing class because a pet

" I even had a
student e-mail
telling me that they
were sorry they
missed class, but it
was two days before
we ever had the
class."
Judy Vadenbroek I Professor

was giving birth are among the
other excuses Vadenbroek has
heard, along with instances of
a student's grandparent dying
multiple times.
larcd Faiella, sophomore,
would rather study in the convenience of his own apartment
than attend class.
"I've told two professors at the
same time with the same e-mail
that I have a wife and kid," he
said. "1 convinced them that on
Mondays I need to stay with my
child and wouldn't be able to
attend class. They catered my
tests and homework due dates
around me. Needless to say, I am
See SKIPPING | Page 8
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PARTY
these .million.
I hi' law -

ncd In
IIHMII'

irs rullK'i ih.HI jusl i i-il
i iffellsi s Howling I riivn I'olli c
1
letrii k said
\ttci tIK law u.i- adopted.
. Ml nil'I ll I l
i hallcnged ii aflci 2."i students
IXflll ihxllll w.llllerii (Mil
plained ii violated theii n.
line process .mil Irce assembly.
I lie bowling l.ii I-II \liinii ip.il
i nun .mi! die Mil I lislril 11 nun
DI \ppcals III Toledo n
Iheii plea saying tin- legislation
U.lsilllai I I lill.lilllllllll.il.

Km despite some students'
disiasli- with II. II - not often
MII. c \ugiisi ihere haw
only brai Hi nuisance party
'Ml..

I his law i. used mi on aslon,
not .ill the nun- lletrii I- said
I iisi we nit.-iiii the hosl ill iln
IUII-. ol the offense, and il the\
lr lo 11. lllsllipll'.i- we will

iii- iheni' nuisance party
In some i asi-s .i in
; UP. !«-i mm" .: /oiling issue.
-r eases Ihe landli n
■ i ome liable
I III. I. .1 IlKll ll II llllti
, '' illicit,, lo Ii il ' r! mil ol I on

i.nl. Ilotricksaid
Sgt. Inn Squancc ol the
Muni I'OIK i- Department said
Miami University students
must have only three violalions in l)i- i ited under theit
e part\ ordinani e.
I heie's ,i very good response
In the student community.''
squaw i- ..in1 I In', do a
jobol polii ing themselves."
IlisdcparliiK'nthasonf;
inn rilaiions sinie die school

Howling iiirrii. part) scene
has been equalh quiet in die
pasi lew years, despite more
i itations. according tolletrick.
Partying is i yclical It is
not planned and trends could
• From yeai to year, he
I In- people limn

'..-.II

lu

vcai is just among some variables."
Othei
variables include
visitors, special events such as
s|xirting events and ,nn olhei
form ol celebration ih.it maj
i oiiii-. Uication, however, is noi
able.
In the beginning weeks ol
school, ui.im people witnessed
Won.iri Streetas"partyceniral."
I let rick .aid this is not nei es
..ink line all die lime. Wooslei
Street is just more visible than
nilii-i streets.
Mm while the nuisance part)
ordinance is not often used by
i in piilii e, .oiiii' student horn
eowners siill believe the) .in'
being targeted.
lunior Matt Hroi/ki lives
live oilu'i roommates on
lei Street. While lhc\ used
to have parties, hesaidthc\ have
slopped doing so altogether
hi'i auseol I he law.
We til' targeted being on
Wtxistei Street ,u the beginning
ii the year,' Hrotzki .aid. "Bike
cops kept going around Ihe
house wailing for someone to do
something stupid."
\. i ording to police reports,
two ol his six roommates were
arrested for disorder!) nm
In. i |nihlii urination, underage iindi'i die iiilliii'iu r and
nuisance party violations on
N■ «JJ;. 24, .'iiiiii.
\ report said
I'lio |H'o|)lc were in their I asi
Wooster Street yard when offi
i ers arrived.

Ilrot/.ki ..ml the) were i ited
Iln .iii.c someone walked mi"
the street during the party.
Vlt hough Brotzki understands
win the citation was given, he
said In- feels the law docs nm
take his living situation into
at < omit.

"The) an- very vague
the)
define a part) a- five people m
more and there arc six people
living in the house," lie .aid
"Bylaw, it's always a party.
Senioi Wes Gundclfinger said
he has seen mans i lunges ill

the part) scene situ c lie began
living in I lie I in law on I asi
Napoleon Road

Gundelfingei believes apart
men! panic, have al least like
ly chance ol getting a citation
hci aii.c the apartments arc
smallei and more contained.
Ii seems like I partied more
in lniu.es priot io being 21,'
Gundelfingei said "Most people
when they arc old enough in
move off campusare old enough
to gel into the bars which minimizes the house parties."
Gundelfingei said when lie
used lo go lo house parties,
there were more nuisance part)
citations given because ol part)
population. Since he began
hostingparticsai liisapartmcnt,
he has not been cited om e
Hui there may be othei rea
son. (iundelfinger has nevci
been cited.
Helm k said a disorder!) ticket
in a wanting usuall) slims par
in. ilnwii so nuisance < itations
arcgivetionl) in certain circum
si,IIHC.
"This is not a tool tostopgath
erings. Hetrick said " I his is a
mill m combat the problem ot
public misbehavior."
( n\
Xews
I (lain
I i«i
Hiiliii'tiiilhiiiiliibiilfil.

BREAKFAST
,;

aqe i

We got drilled Stiili Hurrilos,
breakfast Crunch wraps and
Cinnamon Toastadas."
\ unique menu isn't theonl)
weapon in lain Hells arsenal.
Unroll said the prime lot alion
ol his Bowling (ireen rcsiaurant will also ensure breakfast
sales.
\liliuugli business was
shady during the first brcakl.isi. (Cell) said there were loin
students anxiousl) waiting
ouiside the dooi ai 5:58 a.m.,
two minutes before opening.
laeo Hell gives us a lew
days before the) start advertising the new products," Kelly
explained. "The) should start
advertising by Sunday, then
things should reall) start to
gel Inn."

NEW TACO BELL
BREAKFAST
.-ryddy
■

I! 'iqe & Bacon Grilled Slufl Burnto

■

i mole Baton

Burnto
■ Bacon & Ego, Cruncrmtap
■ Bacon & Egg Taco
■ Southwest Sausage Burnto
■ Egg Bean & Cheese Burnto
■ Bell Breakfast Potatoes
■

II

I'JII
■

■

Toastadas.-

.

d Oiange June

Ohio woman' charged
with drunk driving in bikini
MASON, Ohio |AP)
A man
wearing a string bikini and
woman's wig when arrested on
a drunken driving charge mid
police hewason his wa) tocom
peli' as a woman in a contest ai
a bar, according to authorities.
\ trial dale of May 24 was
sei loi Steven S. Cole, 46, ol
U'aynesvillc. when lie was
arraigned Tuesday in Mason
Municipal Court.
i ole was arrested Tuesday as
hi attempted lo leave a park
ill his pickup truck alici Mason
police received a complaint ol
an intoxicated man walking and
driving around ihe park.
( ole was wearing pink flipflops and with die top ol the
bikini filled out bytanwatei bal
loons, police said. Cole mid all

Got Sweet Skills?

Ihe lesi period will last nine
lo IK months and il the teed
bark is good enough, lliiruh
said the breakfast menu will be
implemented nationwide,

officer he was on his wa; to a bar
in I lavtmi. about 30 mill's away,
to compete for $10,000 prize,
according to the police report
Cole's blood-alcohol test reg
istered 0.174 percent, more than
twice Ohio's legal limit ot 0.08
percent, the report said.
Cole also was charged with
public indecency, disorder!)
conduct and having an open
containei ol beer He pleaded
not guiln to all charges yeslet
da) and remained free on Ins
own recognizance.
Cole sought driving privileges io commute to and from
work bin Chiel Magistrate
Eddie law son ordered a men
ial evaluation before ruling on
that request, Prosecutor Robert
I'celei said.

Clothespins not good in pinch

USG
From Page 1
"I have a lot ol ideas that I would
like to try to get out thereon campus," Gamero said. "Hopefully
US( i will lx' hack in good light."
loi Georgetti, the results were
a disappointment hut GeorgetrJ
said lie and (.iligiuri fried their
best
"It was alright il we didn't win
because we put everything we
could into it," he said.

GeorgetrJandCaliguiri both have
ii incidence I cwis and (iamcro will
do a good job
"Johnnie and Nick are more
than qualified to lead the student
body,"! aligiurisaid.
Freshman Lauren Adams said
she voied lor lewis because lie's
been to her residence hall and she
agreed with his stance on a lot of
issues
"I went lothe debate and I really
liked the things he was saying"
she said.
lewis said he plans to start
puiiing his plans into action werj
soon.
"Nick and I are going to sit down
and sei all those goals we -slid we
were going lo. then wen1 going to

make them public," he said
loining lewis and t lantern in

next years efforts are elected atlarge senators Justin Bamhartlosh
Benner.PaulBolin.PatrickDehnart,
lonathan Dinan, lied Dye. lessica
kroner, leiemv Lehman, kini
Peters and lasonSnead.
Off-campus senators include
Alicia
Crawford,
Alexander
I ITllorre. Mclinda Grooms, Alaina
Kantner, ( orj Kuhlman, Megan
lee. I milv Piros, Dominique
Simmsand HI Swearingen.
lessica Molina will represent
the College ol Education, Enoch
Wii will represent the College ol
Technology,and leo Umetdaand
Natalie Ramos will serve as minorit) affairs senators.
lewis saul there are siill positions open on USG including several college representative posi
lions and one oil campus senator
position and would encourage
Othei siudenls lo gel involved.

"Student government is not only
\MANDA,Ohio \l"
\sub
siiiuie teacher used clothes
puis io silence fout chatty kin
dergartners MU\ will not work
again in the school district, the
superintendent said.
The lour boys said springtype clothespins were placed
ovei their uppei or lower lips

Benefits of the Job

Perferreri c andidates

ini talking mo much in class,

\manda-Clearcreek Primary,
School principal Mike lohnsen
wrote in a letter to parents ihis
week.

■

. ..
■

■

Hiilh Ann Slonebiunei. a
retired school nurse who had
worked as a substitute for the
last several years,) onfirmed to
lohnsen that she had used the
clothespin discipline March

26, he said.
i uncials found out about the
discipline alter a parent com
plained.

Ihe siudenls weren't hurl.
but ihe punishment isn't con
doned In Ihe district, Dick
said.
Stoneburner
was
sus
pended permanently In the
Amanda I learcreek district
and was being reported to the
state Education Department,
Superintendent I.H. Dick said
Wednesday.
Department spokesman i.e.
Benton said while he could
not comment on this specific
case. Ihe department weighs
(he merits of allegations before
deciding whethei to open an
investigation, I he state Board
of Education may suspend or
revoke teachers' licenses for
unbecoming behavior, he said
yesterday,
Stoneburner could not he
readied for comment,

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
:• INTERNET CREDIT
:♦ FREE SIMMER STORAGE
:♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLLS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You Ml SI bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we "ill discount your lirst month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

a voice for change, hut the most
effective voice foi change on cam
pus i ontran to popular belief,"
he slid.

PROTEST
From Page 1
are obligated to follovi the 11>\
guidelines li II blood donation.
At cording to 11 )A spokes
woman Pal I lai ley, there has been
discussion on modifying the outright ban io a deferral iiciiod for
several years, hut the policy hasn't
changed
I hen Web site states the "I DA
believes ili.it there is scientific
justification for screening om all
potential donors who are men
who have had sex, even once, with
another man since 1977, and Tor
screening out the recent sexual
partners of such men."
(i.iv men make up roughly fwoIhirds of all HTV-DOsitiVC males
and remain al an increased risk foi
contracting the disease, according
to the! enters for Disease I ontroL
Hui in addition to the gay male
escliisionclauses.ihel DA requires
all donated blood be tested for diseases,
Victor kir\ak..igrariu.iie student
in the chemistry department, said
he believes ihe gay male clause is
ruined more in homophobia, than
science,
"I've gol a degree in hiochein
i-.li\ and from a medical poini of
view il shouldn't mailer If you're
gav in straight" he said

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infoft; meccahn.com

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*
www.bJckeyeinnandsludios.com
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FRIDAY

Honk if you love tax relief
Against Me!
reinvents Axl Rose at
Frankies in Toledo. The
former anarcho-punks are
touring nationally with The
Riverboat Gambles and Fake

BG's Lady Liberty

Problems. Admission is S16
at the door, which opens at
8 p.m.

works the streets

White Rapper Show
(case)
features several of the

By Addle Curlis

creamiest MCs this side of
Karl Rove. Dasit. 100 Proof.
Misfit and Deuce will totally

Driving down South Main Street, look for the person
in a teal velour toga and don't hesitate to honk the
horn.
Por Matthew I. Nelson, this makes his day a little
better, lie enjoys working as a mascol fol Libert)
Income rax and making people smile.
\ couple times a week he dresses up in toga, a
crown-type hat andasash that reads "Liberty Income
Tax" in order to advertise for the company.
"In addition to representing Libert) rax and attracting attention, I hope 111.II I also brighten someone's
day," hi'said.
He added that kids always lean positively. I lealso
gels a lot of semi trucks to honk,ts I hey pass.
Nelson started working as a statue in January
of this year. He likes die job because ol iis relative
uniqueness in the area
"It's pretty uncommon for Howling Green to have
mascots, and I think it's a plus to get something this
unusual in terms ol life experiences." Nelson said.
.Nelson said the job is good lor him because u
keeps him active and gets lo listen to music during
his shifts. He said he listens to anything danceable,
including a lot of'80s music.
1 le said he has gotten some interesting react ions in
the last couple months.
Tve gotten everything from wondering if someone
was checking me out to threats anil rude gcsiuirs."
he said.

get jiggy wit' it at Headliners
at 8 p.m. Admission is $10.

Machine Go Boom
unveils their newest indiepop opus on The Grog
Shop in Cleveland Their
CD release show will also
feature tunes by local acts
Coffinberry and Houseguest.

Animal Egg Hunt
at the Toledo Zoo puts the
"Fee!" back in "Easter" when
the zoos inhabitants go on
their own adorable quest
for plastic eggs containing
species-specific treats.
Various animals will start
searching at various times
throughout the weekend.

,

However, mascots have proven to be helpful for
business in Bowling Green — especially for Liberty
Income Tax.

SATURDAY

NOMO comes back to
Howards Club H. The Ann
Arbor collective has been
charming the Black Swamp
crowd for a couple years with
their prolonged afro-funk
jams Starts at 9 pin and
costs $5

Norma Jean
prepares fans for Easter
and the apocolypse
The Christian metalcore
group plays Headliners in
Toledo with The Chariot.
A Life Once Lost and The
Handshake Murders for $16.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

Big bands bypass Buckeye
State this concert season
By Rachel Shirk

SUNDAY

Easter
features the renowned Jesus
Christ rising from the dead.
The purported miracle has
spawned billions of believers.
a few wars and an army of
grown men who dress in
rabbit suits to earn their
pay every spring. Don't miss
Mass or that hidden egg in
your shoe!

"kail started when the first
gift was given by Pilgrims
long ago. Then eveiybody
started giving presents: even
the Easter Bunny started giving them until Santa slapped
him with a lawsuit"
Angeka PKMK | Ruga, historian

I

Students fess up to
truancy tattles
By Sarah Moore

Reporter

The killers have been ever)
where since they bit il big:
"Saturday Night Live," "Late
Night with Conan O'Brien,"
even the M rVEuropeawards.
Hut fans of the band in Ohio
will have lo plan carefully
if they want to see them on
their tour this summer: The
closest city they're coming to
is Detroit.
The Killers aren't the
..,« one ol numerous nationonly band skipping out KILLING US SOFTLY WITH NO SONGS:
on Ohio this summer. The al acts that are not making a pit slop n Ohio during this touting season.
tour schedules of Modest
Mouse. 1 Ivis Coslello and
avoiding Ohio, local promotnealh the lop. but it's really
Tool have them in Ohio just ers are still doing what they about the stuff that sells,"
long enough to pass through can to gel them lo come.
he said.
to another state.
lim Gavarone, owner of
Unfortunate!) forGavarone
"This is kind of their way
Howard's Club II in downand for many small-venue
of creating hype." explained
low n Howling Creen. is "conowners across the Midwest,
lonathan Anderson of Verso stantly pursuing bands" lo finding the stuff that sells
isn't the problem — It's havGroup Enterprises, the complay his club, he said. Me stays
pany responsible for concert up to date on what bands are
ing I he money in pay loi them
promotion in Toledo.
touring and where through to play in the first place
"A band never wants to various media, including
A few years ago the While
over-saturate themselves,"
Pollstar, a publication that. Slripes were booked lo plav
Anderson said. If fans of "... providcM music business
Howards. A deal on their paybands like Arcade I ire have professionals with ihe mosl
ment was reached earl\ on, bill
to travel a distance to see reliable and accurate source in Ihe time between that agreeof worldwide concert tour ment and ihe show, Ihe baud hii
them — the closest cities they're coming to are
[Information!.* according to fame. The next thing Gavarone
Chicago and New York — it
its Web site.
knew, their manager called ask
makes the shows even more
Gavarone likes lo give lessing lor $10,000, a significant
exciting, thus adding to the er-known bands a chance to amount mote man the original
band's word-of-mouth repuperform, hut he also has to
tation.
pay the bills. T try to get
See BANDS iPaqell
Kven if some bands are bands thai are jusi under
I

" I even had a
student e-mail

\s ihe school year starts in
wind down, mam students find
themselves with a serious lack oi
motivation, I he last thing a pei
son would choose lo do on a gorgeous day is walk to class with a
heavy backpack inward a stuff)
classroom, so skipping class, .in
become the appropriale answei
lo the problem. Hui what aboul
the students who have skipped
class continuous!) throughout
the year?
Miliough feeling sick, having
car troubles and lamih enui
gencies are legitimate reasons to
miss class lor some professors
the) also can become repetitive
excuses for others. However,
some excuses aie so unique thai
they deserve their own category,
Education professor huh
vadenbroek has been leaching
lor ovei 30 years, which results
in an excuse lisl of absurd proportions,
"I had a student tell me the)
had to miss class fo| a neck
because their kitten bad their
claws removed and wouldn't
keep the bandages on iheit
paws," she said. I even had a
student e-mail me idling me
thai they were sorry they missed
class, bin il was two days before
we even had I be class."
Missing class because a pel

telling me that they
were sorry they
missed class, but it
was two days before
we ever had the
class."

was giving birth are among ihe
other excuses vadenbroek has
beard, along w itli Instances ol
a student's grandparent dying
multiple times
l.urd Faiella, sophomore,
would rather study in (he convenience ol bis own apartment
than attend class,
"I've told two professors at the
same lime with the same e-mail
thai I have a wife and kid," he
said. "I convinced them thai on
Mondays I need to stay with my
child and wouldn't be able to
attend class. They catered my
tests and homework due dales
around me Needless to say, lam
SKIPPING
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Harry Potter pops up at culture conference
By M.lindi Jacobs
Ret-

"One of the reasons I keep coming here
is, of course, due to my interest in popular
culture, but also because this is a very

i or culture lovers, it's like being
a kill iii ;i candy store, With
the amazing variety <>f culture available at the National
Popular Culture Association &
American Culture Association
i onference in Boston, culture
enthusiasts can literally find
fusl about any "flavor" of culture the) desire.
I his four-day event, that
has been going on Since
Wednesday, is home to a
wide Field ol topics within
the areas of popular culture
and American culture. It
Hives the members a chance
to attend several various
90 minute panel sessions.
where scholars of all fields
can present their current
research on a topic,

inclusive environment."
k|Prol

nature ol modern Fairy tales,
or perhaps a more "hitter"
taste, through a round-table
discussion over the meaning
of death within Harry Potter,
there is something for everyone at the conference.
I lie eclectic and diverse
nature of the conference, naturally brines presenters from
all over, including prolessors
and students from all areas of
discipline at BGSU,
Raymond Schuck, a professor ol popular culture at
the University, is one ol the
many BGSU attendees who
presented a paper at the conference, and has attended for
many years,

And attendees can find

everything From vampires to
i ontemporary hamlet.
Regardless if a persons
taste is for something'sweet,"
such as the light-hearted

"One of the reasons I keep
coming here is, of course,
due to my interest in popular culture, but also because
this is a very inclusive environment," Schuck said. "It
is a good place for voices to
be heard."
Schuck presented his paper
on a "Critical Look at Public
Memory of the Integration
cil Major-league Baseball"
yesterday along with papers
from professors of other
schools.
The professors discussed
homosexuality within baseball, as well research on the
various media coverage of
Babe Ruth's career.

From Page 7

Along with presenters,
however, some come just to
watch and learn from the presentations, such as Marissa
Ashkenaz, a popular culture
student.
However, in her opinion
the presentations' qualities
tend to vary depending on
the presenters and topic.
"I think they can he behind
the times in some areas,"
Ashkenaz said, "They are
not on the cusp of what's to
come, but it depends on who
you see. There has been really
interesting aspects, too."
Another aspect that Schuck
finds so interesting about the
conference is not only the
passionate interest of people
about their field, but also
their passion of analyzing it.
Not only is it based on an
interest, but it's also a drive
to "look at the limitations
about what it does and what
it means." he said.
For example, although there
See CULTURE | Page 11

Top 5 WBGU fm albums for April 6,2007
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Arcade Fire - Neon Bible
Ted \£o and the Pharmacists -Living With The Living
Of Montreal - Hissing Fauna. Are You The Destroyer?
Apples in Stereo - New Magnetic Wonder

Houses! Houses!
(for 3-5 people)

O

CREENBRIAR, INC.

not a father, nor a husband and
didn't attend Monday classes for a
semester."
As the master of his own schedule, Faiclla has the time to relax
as he pleases. The only problem
lies in teachers adding, subtracting and changing due dates for
assignments and tests.
Alternatively, University graduate Danielle Budde had a.different
approach to the issue: She felt as if
learning outside of the classroom
was more effective.
"I don't like repetitive learning,
and it seemed like every time I was
to read something for a course and
1 did, the next day the professor

LIBERTY
From Page 7
liberty lax hires six to eight
people to dress up in a velour teal
toga with a crown, looking like the
Statue of liberty to attract customers. These workers are called
wavers and work through the rain
and the wind.
"Working in the harsh weather
can be a challenge," Nelson said.
"I dance harder to get my body
temperature up when it's really
cold outside."
According
to
Marketing
Manager Jana Schlagheck, onethird of their customers come in
because of the wavers.
"People driving by get a kick
out of them," she said. "I've gotten
calls from people saying that they
saw our wavers and are calling to

just went over the same thing," she
said. "I was the student who got
my assignments at the beginning
of the semester and then went
home and did them whenever 1
had free time. I never waited until
the last minute, and worked really
hard on everything that I did."
Vadenbroek agreed that everyone has to learn outside of trie
classroom at some point. These
experiences can act as connectors from what has been taught in
class, she said.
"I think that those of us who
are teaching should help students be able to make those connections into learning in such a
way that they come into class as
a learning experience," she said.
"That in itself would take care of
the whole thing."

make an appointment."
In older to be a waver, people
have to watch a video and attend
meetings before starting work
1 iberty IncomeTax is a seasonal
business in Bowling Green working from lanuary to April 17, marking the end of tax season.
According to the company's
Web site, the business operates
2,400 offices throughout die
United States and Canada and has
prepared over 4 million individual
income ta* returns The company
focuses on computerized income
tax preparation, electronic filing
and refund loans.
In the future, they would like
to go to schools and participate
in parades to increase business
even more. Schlagheck said they
are trying to work something out
with University sports for next year,
combining Freddie and Frieda
with the statue of liberty mascots.

CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent
2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET-AtThurstin.
Fum. or Unfurn., One Bdtm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year-One Person Rate-$350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825THIRD STREET -PetsAllowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
0»e Year - One Person Rate - $350

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year-Two Person Rate-$485

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 1/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year -Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Fum. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Fum. ot Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Yeat - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Fum. ot Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate • $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET

505 CLOUGH- Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate $530

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Acroa the street from Offenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
640 Eighth Street
403 High Street
841 Eighth Street
825 Third Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777 Manville
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008
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---JOHN

NEWLOVE
JEW Stittie., *?«c.
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319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office. 419-354-2260
Hours Hon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www johnnewlovereatestate com

We've got a place for everyone!'
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SIDELINES

Donovan staying,
star players going
By Mark Long
The Associated Press

GAINESVILLE,
Pla.
—
Florida coach Hilly Donovan
is staying. His star players
are leaving.
Donovan spurned a chance
to return to Kentucky and
take over the tradition-rich
program, saying yesterday he
hopes to build the same in
Gainesville.
He'll have to do it without
Corey Brewer, Taurean Green.
Al llorford and Joakim Noah.
The four juniors will enter the
NBA draft.
Donovan and (he foursome led the (iators to consecutive national championships, capping the coach's 11
years and setting the foundation for a program he hopes
will someday be mentioned
with the likes of Kentucky,
Kansas, North Carolina,
Duke and UCLA.
Donovan opened a news
conference confirming the
four players were headed to
the NBA.
"They made a decision to
forgo their senior years and
enter the draft," Donovan
said, looking over to the players sitting to his left. "I do not

WOMEN'S B-BALL
Falcon's finish
at No. 15 in final
coach's poll
The Falcons added yet
another record to a lengthy
list yesterday. The final
USA Today/ESPN Division
I Top 25 Coaches Poll was
released, and BG was ranked
No. 15 in the nation. The
No. 15 standing is the best
in school and Mid-American
Conference history. BG
moved up four spots from
the previous poll, which was
released on March 12. prior
to the start of the NCAA
Tournaments.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
vs. Central Michigan; 5 p.m.

expect any of them back here
next year."
The Gators became the first
team to win back-to-back
titles since Duke in 1992. Hut
following Monday night's HI
75 victory against Ohio State.
Donovan's future had become
the biggest question mark surrounding Florida.
Donovan acknowledged
interest in the Kentucky job
this week, saying he had a hit

of admiration for the Wildcats.
But he also said he Intended to
stay in Gainesville.
Kentucky received permission to talk id Donovan
about its coaching vacancy
Wednesday. The coach and
Kentucky AD Mitch Ham hart
spoke
early yesterday
morning.
Donovan then met with
lloridaathleticdirector Jeremy
I oley and agreed to stay put.
It was welcome news for
Florida fans and another coup
for loley. who lured football
coach Urban Meyer away from
tradition-rich Notre Dame
before the 2005 season.
Donovan was the top choke
to replace Tubby Smith, who
left Kentucky last month to
See FLORIDA | Page 10

Softball:
at Ohio: 1 p.m.

Muggins to coach at
West Virginia

Tennis:
vs. Miami; 1 p.m.
Track:
at Cincinnati Invite: All day

TOMORROW
Baseball:
JASONRENTNER

vs. Central Michigan: 1 p.m.
Softball:
at Akron: 2 p.m.
Tennis:
vs. Ball State: 1 p.m.

SUNDAY
Baseball:
vs. Central Michigan; 1 p.m.
Softball:
at Akron: 1 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Billy Donovan: Big thumbs
up to Donovan
for staying at
Florida so he can
build the program instead of
heading up to Kentucky. Blue
grass or blue waters? It was
an easy decision anyway.

On the way down
Gilbert Arenas: Agent Zero
is out for the rest

'«!

Orr-ientation
BG ltroduces Louis Orr as new men's basketball coach
By Bill Bordewick
Reporter

Louis Orr walked Into the room
and already knew everyone's
name and some of their overall qualities before he even met
them. The people Orr greeted
were members of the B(i men's
basketball team — who he will
now coach.
"He did his homework," said
BG guard Brian Moten. "When
he first walked in he knew
everyone's name and what their
strength and weaknesses were
as players — it's a good feeling."
Orr was introduced yesterday at a press conference as the

"I thought his
character and
integrity stood out
- he's had success at
the highest level."
Greg Chnstopner | Athletic Director

15th men's basketball coach in
University history. Orr replaces
Dan Dakich, who compiled a
156-140 record in 10 seasons as
coach.
As Orr was being introduced
he adorned a brown and orange

By Steve Brisendine
The Associated Press

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: Coach Louis On addresses the media about what his plans are here at BGSU

BG cap that fit perfectly with bis
brown suit and an orange tie.
Orr jokingly added how he does
not wear many hats and called it
a family trait of not being able to
fit in hats.
Orr compiled an 80-69 record
in five seasons as head coach of
the Pirates, including two trips
to the NCAA tournament.
"1 thought his character and
integrity stood out — he's had
success at the highest level,"
said BCi athletic director Greg
Christopher, "lie walks in with
that instant credibility of having
been a head coach in the NCAA
See ORR | Page 10

MANHATTAN, Kan. — Bob
I luggins is going home to West
Virginia.
After one season at Kansas
State, Muggins resigned yesterday to become the men's basketball coach at West Virginia.
Although the Wildcats appreciate what Muggins accomplished in that single season,
they clearly weren't happy with
his decision to bolt so soon.
"I asked him, Bob, do you
think leaving now is the right
thing to do?' And he said. 'No,"'
athletic director Tim Weiser said
at a news conference. "Then I
said, How many times in your
life have you known what die
right thing is to do and not done
it?' And he said, Never,'"
Though I luggins had turned
down West Virginia once before
in 2002, he couldn't refuse his
alma mater again.
So yesterday, Huggins was
on a plane to West Virginia. He
arrived in Charleston, W.Va.
shortly before 7 p.m.. got into a
car and left without speaking to

reporters.
"You should know that we
moved heaven and earth to
keep Bob I luggins here." school
president Ion Wefald said." lint
in effect said. You tell us what
your salary should be. Whatever
West Virginia is offering, we will
match it and then some. Same
for the assistant coaches."
Huggins' decision to replace
lohn Beilein, who left the
Mountaineers to take the
Michigan job Tuesday. Stunned
Kansas State officials.
"Maybe a heavyweight championship light would be a good
metaphor," Wefald said. "We
feel like we are heavyweight
contenders here at K-State. It
is kind of like we are in the ring
and we are doing very well.
Then we get hit with a right
cross and knocked out.
"That is the way I feel right
now," he said. "We got knocked
out — not knocked down, but
knocked out."
Muggins
told
Weiser
and Wefald of his decision
Wednesday night, after return
See HUGGINS | Page 10

of the season with
a torn meniscus.
Ouch.

The List
It's been one week of
baseball action, so it's lime to
take a look at this past week's
top fantasy baseball hitters:

1. Miguel Cabrera:
The guy batted .700 his first
week of play with five runs,
two home runs and six RBIs.
At this pace, he will shatter
every single season record.

2. Carlos Beftran:
A pair of home runs and six
RBIs. Not too shabby.
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Lefty stays positive after round of 76
By Eddie Pells
The Associated Press
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BRIAN KERSEY

Hanley, ha ha. Hanley.

slam in the first week always

VICTORY: Chicago White Sox players celebrate their 4-5 »in over the Cleveland Indians.

helps the ol' statistics. The
Tigers lead-off hitter is also
hitting .400

5. Grady Sizemore:
Batting .400 with five runs
and two home runs for the
Indians.

Indians drop a close one
By Rick Gano
The Associated Press

CHICAGO —With A.]. Pierzynski
at the plate, anything can happen
and often does.
The White Sox catcher was
hit by a pitch from Roberto
Hernandez with the bases loaded in the ninth inning yesterday,
sending Chicago to a 4-3 victory
over the Cleveland Indians.

The unpredictable weather
also wreaked havoc on Ernie
Els, who shot 7K and, like
Mickelson, found himself more
in danger of missing the cut
than taking the lead.
"It was a difficult day," Els
said. "A very tough day. I played
some better stuff on the back
nine and will try to work ourv. MASTERS

slO

Matsuzaka shines for BoSox in MLB debut

AP PHOTO

3. Hanley Ramirez:
4. Curtis
Granderson: A grand

AUGUSTA, Ga. —After watching Adam Scott go over the
ninth green with his approach
shot, Phil Mickelson tested the
wind, conferred with his caddie and exchanged one club
for another.
All that work, and his
shot ended up 45 feel short

of the hole.
Mickelson saved par there,
but that scene typified yesterday's opening round for the
defending champion and the
many who would like to unseat
him at the Masters.
"The wind is making it more
difficult," Mickelson said after a
4-over 76 left him seven strokes
behind leader lustin Rose. "It's
because it's a swirling wind."

"I'm lucky I didn't swing at it.
I almost did," Pierzynski said.
"He wasn't trying to hit me and
I wasn't trying to get hit. It just
looked like it got away from him.
He threw a cutter and luckily for
us it worked out."
Pierzynski's shrewd play at the
plate during the 2005 AL championship series started a key rally

By Dave Skrctta
The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Daisuke
Matsuzaka looked about as
carefree after his highly anticipated major league debut as he
did before taking the mound. In
between, he validated the heavy
price tag and huge expectations.
Matsuzaka struck out 10 in
seven innings, allowed six hits
and walked one to lead the
Boston Red Sox over the Kansas
City Royals 4-1 yesterday before a
crowd that appeared to be inter-

JOHNSUEZER

APPHOTO

WALKING OUT: Boston Red Sox pitcher Daisuke Matsuzaka. of Japan steps onto the

See INDIANS | Pago 10

See DICE-K | Page 10

field at Kauffman Stadium in Kansas City. Mo. on April 1
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FLORIDA
From Page 9

take Ihe head job at Minnesota.
Donovan was an assistant at
Kentucky for five years beginning in 1989.
But he spent the last decadeplus in Gainesville, putting
down roots with his wife and
four children. He also turned a
mediocre basketball program
into a national power — at a
place where football used to
be king — and defied conventional wisdom held by his mentor, Rick Pitino, his predecessor,

HUGGINS
J*SON RENTNER i THEBGNEWS
WARM WELCOME

. .Vector Greg Christopher before the press conference

ORR
From Page 9

luurnamcm and I don'i think
ihere are too many coaches in
ihe Mid Vmerican t inference
that can say thai right now,
tin brings t>hio roots to ihe
head coaching position On
1

'-.'. up

III

t iriiiiiii.ili anil

..nil to Withrow High School
in Cincinnati.
"Growing up in t lincinnati,
I've been .i Fan ol \i \C basketball for some lime," Orr said.

"I've been familiar with Nate
I hurmond —a lop 50 player in
the NBA and the history of the
Bowling Green program."
I (IT will look In turn around
the Falcon program that went
13-18 last season. The falcons
return 10 out of their 12 leading
scorers, losing Martin Samarco
anil Man l.eleld to graduation.
Orr is coming off a year off
from coaching that gave him
an opportunity to spend more
nun with his family, especially
his son Chauncey.
"I'm excited to get hack |to

coaching!," Orr said. "I think
it's a blessing to have the ability
to step back and balance your
life a little bit. Sometimes when
you're away and come back you
can appreciate more."
Orr is excited to get to work
with the players and gelling lo
work on the upcoming season.
"There's a fine line between
winning and losing." Orr said.
"We are going to make the
commitment to be the best we
can be. We want to compete
for championships; we want to
compete to be the best."

I hai ball wasn't that close,"
I lernandez said. "But game on
the line, bases loaded, free way
to get a win."
Chicago got its first victory of
the season ona day when starter
Mark Buehrie was breed out in
the second inning when he was
hit in the left forearm by Ryan
Garko's line drive. X-rays were
negative, and Buehrie said he
hopes to take his next rum.
"It just went numb. I didn't
know if anything really happened until I looked down and
it kind of balled up," Buehrie
said. "My heart kind of stopped

because I thought it was broken
at first. I've never seen anydiing
like that happen."
lemiaine Dye and )oe Crede
hit back-to-back singles off
Hernandez (0-11 to open the
ninth. Hernandez then made a
low pickoff attempt at second
for an error, with pinch-runner Rob Mackowiak and Crede
moving up.
T probably should have held
it," I lernandez said.
After the error, Tadahito Iguchi
was walked intentionally to load
the bases before Hernandez
grazed Pierzynski.

From Page 9

ing from Cincinnati.
Before arriving at Kansas State,
lluggins coached for 16 seasons at Cincinnati, leading die
Bearcats to 14 consecutive NCAA
tournaments and one Final l^iir.
He stayed on despite a massive
heart attack in 2003 — missing
only two weeks before returning
to the team — but couldn't overcome other issues.
His arrest and conviction for
drunken driving in 2004 upset
president Nancy Zimpher, and

l.on Kruger. Donovan has a 261103 record at Florida.
fie has two years remaining
on his current contract worth
$1.7 million annually, but was
expected to sign a long-term
extension soon.
University of Florida president Bernie Machen and Holey
have been working on a new
contract for Donovan since
last year. Negotiations began
during Florida's 2006 title run,
but Donovan postponed signing a deal worth about S2 million because he didn't want to
send the wrong message to the
players who turned down NBA

riches to stay in school.
Donovan's next contract
could be worth considerably
more now.
Without Brewer, Green,
llorford and Noah, Donovan's
job could be tougher, too.
The four teammates and
roommates have been the core
of the consecutive titles, winning 68 games the last two seasons, including 18 in a row in
the postseason and 12 straight
in the NCAA tournament.
Brewer, llorford and Noah
could be lottery picks, and
(Ireen might get drafted despite
somewhat undersized. '

he was forced to resign over
issues that included players
arrests, suspensions and lowgraduation rates.
lluggins was out of coaching for a year before he was
hired at Kansas State. Had the
school known he would be
gone again so soon. Wefald
said, he wouldn't have been the
Wildcats' coach at all.
"If Bob had indicated to us
about a year ago this time that
he needed something in his contract about his alma mater, then
we would have gone on," Wefald
said. "We would have looked at
somebody else."

I luggins' move wasn't the only
big news in college basketball
yesterday. F,arlier, coach Billy
Donovan said he was staying
at Florida, but four of his star
players — Corey Brewer, Taurean
(ireen, Al llorford and Joakim
Noah — were leaving earlv for
the NBA.
lluggins was born in
Morgantown, W.Va., although he
grew up in Ohio. He played his
last two college seasons for the
Mountaineers and holds bachelor's and master's degrees from
West Virginia, where he was a
graduate assistant for the 197778 season.

DICEK
From Page 9

INDIANS
For the White Sox when he ran
lei flrsl base mi ,i pin li III,il was
ruled a dropped thud strike
Yesterday, he said I lernandez's
pitch caught him neai the hack
ol his l.ii Mini.
I have to make sure to not go
so far in," Hernandez said.
Did
Pierzynski
make
enough ol an effort to gel oul
nl ihe way?
Vsk him. Ask him. I've
played enough against him.

Efficiencies
343 1/2 South Main Street:
Large efficiency, off street
parking $265 per month
plus all utilities.

NOW

AVAILABLE

317 Manvllle Ave. #L:
Apartment close to campus,
courtyard setting. $295 per
month includes all utilities free.

241 South Church Street #C
Apartment close to downtown,
If street parking.
$330 pel
all utilities.

ested in the lapanese pitcher
as it was for the Royals.
The26-year-old right-hander spent the hours leading up
to the first pitch lounging on a
leather sofa in the clubhouse,
occasionally laughing and
pointing at an ESPN segment
that talked about his mystical, perhaps mythical, gyroball. If the $103 million rookie
had any indication the entire
baseball world was waiting
for his performance, he never
let on.
"For me it didn't quite
feel like the very first time."
Matsuzaka said through an
interpreter. "I was able to
approach the game as usual."
Matsuzaka mania reached
a crescendo in Kansas City
when he emerged from the
dugout for warmups, a flotilla of fans taking up perches
down the left field line.
Rick Boudreau and his
family stood about six rows
up, holding two pieces of
cardboard with a picture
of dice on one and a large
"K" in black marker on the
either. Beneath that, scrawled
in crude lapanese characters, Boudreau had written
"Thanks lapan!"
"It's amazing. To see all
the lapanese media, 1 think
it's great for baseball," said
Boudreau, who moved to
Kansas City from Boston
two years ago. "I can see him
being the staff ace this year."

Passport to Health
21st Annual BGSU
Health Fair
Come to Bowen-Thompson
Student Union, Lenhart
Grand Ballroom on:
Wednesday April 11th,
10 am - 3 pm
Students, faculty/staff and
community members of all
ages are welcome.
You could win:
Digital Camera
Sonicare Toothbrush
MP3 Player
and more...
Inf
°rmation on
health

DAVID J PHILLIP

MASTERS
From Page 9

selves back into it. I don't quite
know how. but we're going to giveit a try."
Still on the course at 2 under
through 15 holes was Brett
VVetterich. His Ryder Cup team
mates Vaughn Taylor and Zach
lohnson were among a big group
at l-under7l.
Also in that group were
Tim Clark and 2002 PGA
Championship winner Rich
Beem, whose birdie-eagle on 12
and 13 brought some of the very
few loud cheers from a subdued
gallery at Augusta National.
"The green speed and the wind
— those combinations make it
that much tougher," Beem said
"factor in the windy conditions
with these big slopes and it gets
tough real quick."
Tiger Woods, in search of
his fifth green jacket and third
straight major, teed off early in the
afternoon and knocked his first
shot long down the middle on t he
way to the first of six straight pars
to start the day.
He made the turn al 1 over
— not great, though anyone who
remembers his historic first win
here 10 years ago also remembers
he shot 40 on that front nine.

Hither way. Woods was better
off than Mickelson, who will have
his work cut out lo avoid becoming the first defending champion
lo miss the cut since 2003 winner
Mike Weir.
Mickelson got off to an inauspicious start, hitting his opening
drive into the pine straw and his
second shot into t he sand en route
to a bogey. Things got worse from
then', lie missed a short putt for
par on No. 4 and stubbed the chip
on No. 5 for a double bogey.
I le was 5 over after seven holes
and said he started setting new
goals right there—to shoot par or
better the rest of the round.
"I accomplished that minigoal and tomorrow I've got to go
back to playing some solid golf."
Mickelson said. "If I can shoot
a 68 or better, I could get myself
back to par and get back in it."
Taylor, a native of Augusta,
said he felt at home competing in
this, his second Masters. But he
knows the deal. Bad weather only
exacerbates the problems that
were created when the powers
at Augusta National added even
more length last year to bring the
course to 7.445 yards.
"It's very lough out there."
Taylor said. "There aren't too
many pins you can go at, and the
ones you can, it's probably a par 5,
and it's probably your third shot."

Preferred
Properties Co.

www.preterredpropertiescocom

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
-

-Free Scree

Haven House Manor
Mini Mall Apts.!*****!
Fox Run Apts.
Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated
Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
. ,
see our website or
call for more details
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Sponsored by the Wellness Connection and Student Health Service
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FALLS SHORT: Phil Mickelson reacts as he walls to the seventh gieen after leaving his
chip shot short in the first round of the 2007 Masters golf tournament-
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530 S Maple St 41W52-9378
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BANDS
From Page 7
agreement. Gavarone couldn't
afford to pay them that much
and the White Stripes ended up
skipping Howard's.
"It's all about the cold hard
cash," Gavarone said.
Anderson has had similar difficulties booking shows
at lleadliner's in Toledo. Even
though the city has a much
larger population than Bowling
Green, its venues can still only
afford bands up to a certain
price range.
"We had Panic! at the Disco
play their second show ever
for $50, now we can't get them
for $150,000," Anderson said.
Similar to Gavarone, he had
wanted to book an up-andcoming band a couple years ago
but they hit it big right before
the Toledo show. Incidentally,
that band was the Killers.
"Every band has a bottom line,
and we have to find a happy
medium because it's going to
affect us as well," Anderson said
Anderson explained that
along with finances, part of the
problem of booking shows in
Northwest Ohio is its proximity
to Detroit. Bands would rather
go there because it is a larger city,
with more bodies to pull from to
fill venues.
"Detroit is 8th in the general
music market, and Toledo is
78th," he said. "But 30 percent
of the people at those Detroit
shows are from Toledo."
The trek to Michigan might
not lie hard from this part of the
state, but people living in other
parts of Ohio have a longer way
to travel when the closest performances are there:
Detroit is three hours from
Cleveland, three and a half hours
from Columbus and four hours
from Cincinnati.
The situation isn't hopeless
in this area, however. Famous
bands have been known to stop
here along their way across the
country. Gavarone convinced
Method Man to play last fall, a
"tough sell," he said, and he's
hoping to plan another Andrew
WK show, his first in BG since
2003, in the near future.
BGSU has its own big
show coming up on April
18 with OAR. playing at the
annual University Activities
Organization concert.
UAO President
Raquel
Dalton said she had the same

"We had Panic! at
the Disco play their

Pulse Picks

second show ever
for $50, now we
can't get them for

11 Friday. Apd 6.200)

Music

Movie
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$150,000."
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Jonathan Anderson | Verso Group
kinds of complications as
Gavarone and Anderson, mostly involving money. "Some of
|the bands we want to playl
ask for $150,000 to $200,000.
That's our budget for the year,"
she said.
Dalton said another problem she's come across in her
four years in UAO is finding a
band that would rather play
at another venue on the same
date.
Country
singer
Dierks
Bentley was one choice for this
spring's concert, but he said he
wanted to play a show in Texas
on that day instead.
Because so much money is
needed to bring big names to
campus, Dalton said UAO was
thinking of changing their concert schedule.
"Theissuehasbeen brought
up on doing a few smaller
events instead of spending
a big chunk of money on a
big show," she said. "But that
|big showl is what students
look for."
Despite the challenges, Ohio
venues at all levels are doing
what they can to get bands to
come to the state and keep
them coming back in the
future.
Ohio is even joining in with
the festival craze: Cleveland
was home to the multi-act
Kuyahoga Test last August,
and a slew of heavy rock bands
will join up for the first-ever
Rock on the Range festival in
Columbus on May 19.
Even though fans of bands
like the Killers will have to plan
for extra travel time to see them
play live, local promoters will
still do what they can to keep
that from happening.
"Live music is having a tough
go out there," Gavarone said.
"There's way too much money
involved ... but I'm going to
keep doing what I'm doing,
and keep trying to get bands
to come."

1
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"THE LOOKOUT"

"MTV Unplugged: KoRn"
■ Grade:

Miramax Pictures
■ Grade: A

WHAT ERIK THINKS:

WHAT JOE THINKS:

following in the footsteps of many
bands before them, the popular
metal group Kom is the latest in a
long line of performers to appear
on MTV Unplugged and release
an album of their performance.
Recorded in front of a very
small audience at MTV's studios
in limes Square, the album features 11 acoustic performances
of the band's most popular songs
spanning their 14-year career,
including an interesting cover of
Radiohcad's "Creep" that is not to
be missed.
As with all Unplugged performances, the album includes several "acoustic" instruments not
normally found in popular musk.
The most obvious on this album is
the use of laiko drums on most of
the songs in place of percussion
Ranging from mi metal to alternative, the songs feature some
delightfully bizarre arrangements
including choir bells and glass
harmonicas.
Amy Lee. lead singer of
Evanescence, lends her voice to
"Freak on a Leash," which starts
out with a melodic piano riff and
leads into a call and response
between Amy and Kom lead
singer Jonathan Davis, who can
sing the melody as well as the
screamed high parts.
Along with appearances by
The Cure and Amy Lee, highlights include a very guitar driven "Got the Life" and "Coming
Undone" balancing out the
other string heavy songs. The
performance showcases the
band's musical talent, but is not
very diverse.
■ Erik Kuehner

Oscar nominated screenwriter
Scott FrankrOut of Sight") decides
to take up the director's chair of
his latest project, "The Lookout"
With it he weaves one of die most
provocative heist movies in recent
years, and one of the most impressive directorial debuts as well.
loseph Gordon-Levitt ("Brick")
stars as Chris Pratt, a young man
who is trying to lead a normal
life after an accident leaves him
with serious brain injuries. After
he takes a job as the janitor at a
local bank, he gets caught up with
a group of bank robbers who are
scouting out bank and ultimately
gets caught up in a heist they are
planning.
"The Lookout" is a more human
film than your conventional heist
movie, putting a focus on Chris1
struggle in trving to put his life
back together after his accident.
This is highlighted by Gordonlevitt's acting who does a great
job transpiring these emotions,
and also shows off his impressive
acting skills, especially at such a
young age for an actor.
This film is an interesting case
because it's easy to overlook the
quality behind it. Al first glance it
clues seem like just another generic heist movie, but it's well written and directed, as well as liaving a great cast that includes led
Daniels ("Dumb and Dumber")
and Matthew Goode ("Match

Point*).
"The Lookout" will likely not get
the wide release it deserves (il was
only playing in Mauniee its opening weekend) but it's worth the
effort to try and see.
■ Joseph Cunningham
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
«»»Super Sudoku and „,„„,«. „
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CULTURE
From Page 8
are many papers on vampires,
the discussion of detail within
the category varies greatly,
and often presents a new side
of culture that might not have
l bought to look al before.
lake
Lynda
Coupe's
paper titled, "You Are What
You Eat: Consumption and
Cannibalism in Brain Stoker's
Dracula." for example.
Not only does she present
information about Dracula,
but she looks at the link
within Brain Stoker's descrip-

tion of food consumed bj the
human characters and food
consumed by the vampire
characters.
Vs she concluded her presentation she drew parallels
for spectators.
"Ultimately the novel seems
to imply thai inn onlj are we
what we eat hut how we eat."
Presentations such
as
Coupe's and Schuck's areonlj
scratching the surface of the
diverse community presented
by culture lovers from around
the world and truly the sky
is the limit when il comes to
presentations,
"There is a really good mix
|of papers] here, Shuck said.

Tips on roommate relationships
By Kathleen Lynn
MCT
To
make
a
roommate
arrangement work, "it has
to be handled like any other
business transaction," said
Sylvia Bergthold, who wrote a
book on the subject. She and
other experts recommend:
—Run a credit check on
prospective
roommates.
Bergthold recommends a
company called citicredit.
net, which charges $9.95 for a
tenant credit report: a number
of other companies also do this
for about the same amount.
Some experts also recommend
asking to see the last several
pay stubs and a copy of the

driver's license, to verify the
roommate's
income and
identity.
—Ask
the
prospective
roommate to co-sign the lease.
— Agree oti how utility bills
are to be split. Some people
recommend
that
every
roommate just use their own
cellphoneanddonlbotherwith
a land line for the apartment.
— Ask for references, and
check them.
—Ask
prospective
roommates why they are
moving, how many times they
have moved in'the last five
years, how long have they have
been working at their present
job and how many jobs they
have had in the last five years.

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates?
If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are onlyresponsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!

Congratulations!!

DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a nominate matching program!
Call today to find oui more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without ihe resort

ffi, m» name isnndtt, /hatte lived at The
Pnccave /or three uears, andI covepcavinaon tic//' sandv-of/ea/a//court/"

\

ffi] my name is Stan, /M« lived at The
Enclave /or two years, and / love worldna
oa t in the.//' fitness center-/
neico, my name is Maria, /haw iived
at / he/ncfave/or two years, and /
cow lountina out at theirpooi, and
that I can still yet a tan on cloudy
* days in their firee tanning looth/'

THE ENCLAVE I & II
The Falcon's Neit it proud to announce a Winner:
The Price is Right Sunkist Scooter foes to Heather Emch

assy

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4
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If a statue in the park of a person on
a horse has both front legs in the
air, the person died in battle.
If the horse has one front leg in
the air the person died as a result

■■'

of wounds received in battle.
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'BARTENDING' up to $300.day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

..I .l.llii.
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities. I-888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro.com
Per

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FOOD S BEER
SPECIALS DAILY
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RESERVATIONS

419-353-2277

M
^

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www.DataAdEntry.com
Full & part-time positions availaDle
Lawn Maintenance
419-354-1923

352-9638

1ST

163 South M.iin Street
Bowliin: Green

HELP WANTEDI NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company offers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm most days. Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be lull
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk trom campus. Pay is
$6.85 per hour. Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428 Clough St.. Bowling Green. OH
43402.
Looking lor student teacher to choreograph a qumcenita. Latin/hip hop
routines. Call 419-308-7101.
Needed, bar and wait stall at
Porkey's in Weston. OH.
Send resume to
Porkeys_resume@earthlink.net
or call 419-344-2058.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:

Servers needed!! Experience req.
Apply in person 100 N. Main St.
N Baltimore, OH. 419-257-0203

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 ot
Visit Us Online al
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

Sitter tor 8 yr. old . Afternoons &
summer: varied hours. Must drive,
references, past background check.
Contact 419-352-2909
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used lor internship credit. 866-275-2782.

/ -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrmTwnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers {in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning

From Only $490!

The BCJ News
Advertising Sales Position
•
Fall 07 Spring 08
Musi be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours Apply in person & pick up application at 204 Wesl Hall.
Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell lor The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours Apply in person 8 pick up application at 204 West Hall.

VAftMtr VQUABt
AMJITMfMTS

Trey Aubrey

Have bills
Minor missions
FLOUNDER
Locate precisely
Cut stubble
Incendiary crime
BASS
Actress Witherspoon
Fabric pieces for stuffing
Trifling
Politician Kefauver
Village People letters?
Kind of dive or lake
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHN€LLO*S
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$5.' 5 Minimum

•

Buy I Sell' Trade I Rent
New Or Used
DVD's • Video Games
Game Systems - And More
www,ua__a,C0m
419-494-1588

352-5166

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ibout our SPECIALS!
pisanellos.com

Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

^^

f^^

Ranch house. 3 bdrm., 1 bath. Great
location, quiel neighborhood. Lots ol
updates $142,000,419-308-4162.

For Rent

"07-08 Rental 1 & 2 bdrm apts. 303
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv UP TO 8 All
next to campus. $5 WebCall 419353-0325 9am-9pmlisting 247 @
316 E. Merry 3 All close lo dntn. .
more updates (fflCARTYRENTALS.
COM
07 - 08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more inlo call 419-354-9740
12 month leases starling May 2007
424 S College - 3 BR House
$795 t util.
605 5th St. - 3 BR Apt.
$675 * util.
818 2nd St - 2BRApt.
$500 - gas'elec.
1028 Klotz - 2 BR Townhouse
$660 ♦ util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bedrooms on 7th St. WD, $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337
2 bdrm.. 1 bath apt. WD hookup.olt
street pkg., lull basement, close to
downtown. Avail May 1st. Leah, 419
353-7469

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. & lor
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

AVAILABLE AUG 15. 2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm . 2 bath,AC
$1000.
606 5th St. 3 bdrm, 2 bath, AC,$850
443 N Enterprise, 3 bdrm. apt $550
819 N. Summit, 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. 1-2 bdrm apts. $350
CALL 419-308-2458

Furnished room.lor lemale. lor rent
with treedom ot house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit 419-354-6117.

1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm Need
2-4 sublease's from Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843.
2 rooms avail, in 4 bdrm. Enclave
apt. May thru Aug. Each have private bath. Apt includes W/D. $350
plus utilities 419-966-6192.
3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, WD. AC. One-2
bdrm. apt. off street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15. 2007. 419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008.
sen. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.
3 bdrm house $800 plus ulils. Avail
8/16. Sm. pet allowed. 404 S. College 419.352.4850 & 419.352 6948

Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo.
1 bdrm. apts. $300 S $350 per mo
Year lease req. All close to BGSU
Call 419-308-2458
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www,bucheyeinnanfl5luflio5,com

Duplex for Summer Lease!
May 7-Aug. 14.846 7th St.
3 BR, 2 bath, new clean!
Contact: megancw@bgsu.edu

3 bdrm. ranch house tor rent.
Close to campus. Dish washer/W/D
Pet welcome. 419-352-2915.
525 N Prospect-3 bdrm., 2 bath, 2
car garage. $1000 M Avail, in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500'M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800<M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494
812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm. 1
bath. $840 a mo. +util. 5 blocks from
campus.
Private, fenced in backyard. Com W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.
^———^———^ t
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literentals.com

•Restrictions Apply

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

1

s

& Suppli

Enclave II waives $75 app. fee by
signing over my 12 mo May to May
lease Call ASAP 419-307-0087.
For summer/lall lease. 3 students to
share 3 bed. 2 bath condo in residential area, on west side ol town
$340 ea./mo. plus util. Respond lo
372-7373 or judyjac@bgsu.edu.
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.
May 07- Aug 08 lease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm..
2 bath, close to dntown. S campus
May . lease. $1500 mo. plus utiities.
419-340-2500.
Only 2 great houses left. Close to
campus. Lg. 4 bdrm., new decor.
all appl. WD, built in bar, garage,
logs ol pkg., lg. fenced yard. 419353-7374.

Quiet. 1 bedroom unfurn. apt. on S.
College Dr. Available August. $360
Call 419-352-9378.
Subleaser lor May 07 to May 08
lease. $349 mo., plus util.will play
$100 per mo.. Own room, wftathrm.
, Enclave II. Call Amanda, lor details. 740-815-3063.

Sublsr. needed trom May 5 • Aug. 1.
2 bdrm. apt. Each room $255. Free
gas, cable & internet. 330-6221575

Breakfast. Lunch 'fc, Dinner All Day!
Happy Easter
Easter Sunday open 9am - 3pm

*

Ham Steak or
New York Strip Special

•Wine

Easter basket drawing for any age
1 Bedroom & Studios Available
Pen Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leases Avail
Private Patios

418-882-7881

www,hgaparlments,c.flm
Quiet tenants preferred

Summer lease. Furn. 1 bdrm. apt.
Private bathrm., W/D, A/C. swim
pool & more. $350 • util. 1st mo.
rent 1/2 price. 330-284-4243

• Beer

419.352.8639-737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com

Houses Apts lor 0708 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OHiceopen 10-2M- F

Subleaser needed. 149 Manville .
Call lor more information
419-351-6152.

354-6036

Cigarette Deals

SOUTH
SIDE

House lor rent 4 bdrm . 2 bath. 1015 min. from campus. $700 mo. mcl.
appliances & trash. 419-341 0978.

Private enlry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590

1' l? Blocks From Campus
First FULL Month Free*
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Snacks • Food • Lottery

Large 1 or 2 Bedroom

35
36
37
39

05 Honda EXL Accord. 2 door., fully
loaded, moon-root. XM radio. Best
oiler 419-345-1001.

-FREE HEA1

21SE.PoeRd.

27
28
32
33

Lovers' spat
Muddy
Actress Magnani
University of Wisconsin city
Fancy tub
Sigma follower
Chinese leader Zhou
London length
Familiarize
Raised
Broadcast element
All done in
40 Farming prefix
Boundary plant
43 Put together
Courier of rhyme
45 Understands
_ pro nobis
47 Wallach of "The
Humdinger
Magnificent Seven"
Campus honchos
Rapper Tracy Morrow 49 Reddish brown
50 Let live
on stage
51 Wears out
Prohibition
52 Not mounted, as a
Contends
gem
Heat and Magic org.
53 Finish not later than
Supergiant star in
54 First-stringers
Cygnus
57 Once more
Aboveboard
58 Wang of fashion
Course
59 Utopia
Round Table titles
Surgeon, slangily
62 & so on
63 School grp.

e a
u V

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

• Patio

• Pets welcome!

:CA

46
48
50
55
56
60
61
64
65
66
67
68
69

203N.Moin

• Private entrance
• Spacious kitchen

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Mine vehicle
Check
Disconcert
New Rochelle college
Section of a window
Two-door vehicle
CARP
Encrypted
Knack
Fomenting
PIKE
Trendy
Put on the feed bag
Nickel or dime
Set down
Olfactory triggers
Wind dir.
RAY
Food from taro
Puccini classic
Trilled
Trepidation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
26

• Ground floor ranch

"Ask about internet discount

2 Duplexes Left

■I :

I

For Sale

On selected floor plans

Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle

842/846 Seventh St.

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
29
30
31
34
38
39
41
42
44
45

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
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died of natural causes.

CUulRed Ads ■ 419-373-6977

-

■

If the horse has all four legs
on the ground, the person

_ _$G News

■ ■

falrvlew Plaza
1039 Hasklns Rd.
(Ri 64 & Poe Rd 1
Bowling Green, OH

419.3S4.9433
Fax: 419.373.1851

Summer subleaser needed. 3 bedrm
townhouse on S. College Pets allowed, nice yard. Not leased lor next
year yet. Call 740-627-6600.
The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
$395.00 - $450.00
Quiet location, Laundry on Site
www.bghighlanfJmoml.com
Highland Management
419-354-6036
Upper floor of house. All util. incl.
Free cable, W/D. monthly rent. Call
419-352-9542.

SHO

Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only IS minute walk to campus!

Heinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/tJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

MECCA
Management Inc.

COME IN AND SIGN A
RESERVATION AGREEMENT
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

f 709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON

Shuttle stop across the street
$52S/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH, 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com

Contact Jack at

www.iTieccabg.com

www.homecltylce.com

1-800-829-8638

♦CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY'

1 -2 Days per week diring school
Full Time during summer break
NOEXPtRIENCE NEEDED-WILL TRAIN

or Steve at
^L

(419)352-1150

j

1 800 899 80/0

